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Veterans Day is about more than a day off.

Campus Veterans Week to feature full
schedule of events honoring military

The University of Maine will host a number of Veteran’s Week activities starting on Nov. 9.

Marcella Cheviot
Contributor
The University of Maine
will be celebrating Veteran’s Week with a series of
events to honor those who
have served and are currently serving our country
in the military. The first
event will be the dedication
and unveiling of a memorial at 11:30 a.m. on Monday,
Nov. 9. The unveiling will
take place in the Memorial Room at the Memorial
Union.

The annual flag raising
and opening ceremony will
take place at noon on Monday, following the unveiling. The UMaine Veterans
Association (UMVA) and
Student Life will be putting on a barbeque directly
following the opening ceremony.
Free lunch vouchers
for the Bear’s Den will be
available to student veterans on Nov. 10. Those
interested can pick up
vouchers at the VETS office. There will also be free

Dunkin’ Donuts coffee and
doughnuts available in the
VETS office on Tuesday
morning.
The university has cancelled all classes except
those that only meet on
Wednesdays, in honor of
Veterans Day on Wednesday, Nov. 11.
There will be a Veterans
Day 5K at the New Balance Recreation Center on
Wednesday as well. The
race will start at 8 a.m. and
is free for all veterans and
active duty service mem-

Mainers support
Clean Elections, bonds
on Election Day
Sam Shepherd
News Editor
Tuesday, Nov. 3 was election day across the country,
where state issues were on
the ballot. In Maine, two
bonds were passed and elections were made more transparent through a change to
the Maine Clean Election
Act.
Question 1, titled “Clean
Elections”, asked if voters
would like to make an addendum to the Maine Clean
Election Act. The change
would see improvements to
the disclosure of parties who
pay for political ads and increase penalties for violating
campaign finance law. According to the Bangor Daily
News election results, 55 percent of voters were in favor
of the change.
“Today Mainers sent a
message loud and clear. We
want transparency. We want
Tuesday
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a government accountable
to everyday people. And, we
want a strong public financing Clean Election law that
puts voters in control of our
democracy — not wealthy
special interests and high
paid lobbyists,” said Andrew
Bossie, executive director
of Maine Citizens for Clean
Elections, said in a Nov. 3
press release.
“This is a victory for democracy,” Bossie continued.
“A victory for the people, of
the people, and by the people.
Now it’s time for the legislature and the state to move forward with implementation.”
Question 2 dealt with a
$15 million bond issue for
low-income housing for senior citizens. The bond, as
stated in the question, would
aid in building energy efficient housing, as well as
weatherizing existing housing for low-income seniors.
The bond would be matched
Wednesday
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by $24 million in private and
other funding. Voters were
largely in favor, with 69 percent saying yes.
Another bond issue was
on the ballot for Question
3. Voters were asked if they
favor a $85 million bond
for construction and repair
of highways and bridges,
as well as pedestrian trails,
harbors, railroads and other
transportation. This funding
would be matched by $121.5
million in federal and other
funding. Again, voters were
largely in favor, with 73 percent for the bond.
In Orono, a total of 1,016
ballots were cast. The votes
cast by the citizens of Orono
were concurrent with rest of
Maine, as all three questions
on the ballot were passed by
large margins. On Question
1, 73 percent were in favor of
cleaner elections, and nearly
83 percent were in favor of
both bond issues.
Thursday
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bers. The race will cost $15
for the general public.
“Outside the Wire,” a
social impact company,
will present “Theater of
War” at the Bangor Opera
House at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 12. The performance presents readings of
“Ajax” and “Philoctetes,”
two plays written by the
ancient Greek tragedian,
Sophocles. “Theater of
War” depicts the psychological and physical damage done to soldiers by war.
There will be a free bus

shuttling UMaine students
who would like to attend
the performance. The bus
will depart from the Collins
Center for the Arts at 6 p.m.
and return around 9:30 p.m.
The annual Veterans
luncheon will be held from
noon to 1 p.m. on Friday,
Nov. 13 and will feature
guest speaker Adria O.
Horn, the director of the
Maine Bureau of Veterans’
Services.
“I have come to know
student-veterans at UMaine, and they represent a

dedication and sense of
service that is exemplary
and serves as an example
for other students,” UMaine President Susan Hunter told UMaine News. “I
am firm in the belief that,
as the state’s flagship university, the University of
Maine has a responsibility to be a veteran-friendly
community.”
Veterans Week activities are coordinated by the
UMaine Office of Veterans
Education and Transition
Services and the UMVA.

Student groups join
in abortion debate
Allyson Eslin
Opinion Editor
Just outside of the Memorial Union, carved neatly
into the dark asphalt leading
to the main entrance, “Out
of Silence 1 in 3 campaign,
Minsky Hall, Nov. 5 & 6
7:00pm” is outlined in blue
and orange chalk, bright
against the gray fall sky.
The message was part of
several week-long campaign
put on by the Student Women’s Association (SWA) to
raise awareness about the
stigma of receiving an abortion in the United States. The
effort culminated in two performances of Out of Silence,
a short play depicting the
experiences of women who
underwent the procedure and
hope to give others the same
opportunity they had.
The push is timely, coinciding with the beginning of a
Congressional investigation
into allegations made about
the illegal sale of fetal tissue
by Planned Parenthood, an
organization dedicated to deFriday
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livering “vital reproductive
health care, sex education,
and information to millions
of women, men, and young
people worldwide.” This
same committee has recently drawn controversy, its six
Democratic members purportedly taking eighty-one
thousand in Political Action
Committee (PAC) money
associated with Planned Parenthood and its affiliates.
All the while, debate
has raged between those
concerned about both the
availability of Planned Parenthood’s health services,
particularly to low income
women, and those looking to
protect the rights of the unborn. Allegations of dubious
practices by a Planned Parenthood clinic in Texas have
brought the issue of federal
funding to the forefront after
years of backburner status,
earning a particularly passionate mention from presidential hopeful Carly Fiorina
at the Republican Presidential Debate in September.
Concerns about Planned
Saturday
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Parenthood’s accountability flared when the Center
for Medical Progress posted
videos appearing to show
Parenthood’s
employees
abusing the public’s trust
with a series of implicatory
statements in the summer of
this year.
But some aren’t buying
the hype.
“Most of the people I
know were very frustrated
with the way people [were]
acting to the allegations, especially since they had been
proven to be false.” Kirsten
Daley, a student at the University of Maine and member of the Student Women’s
association, said. “It is even
more frustrating to know
that all the good that Planned
Parenthood does was being
devalued in the face of allegations that had been already
proven false but still used as
reason to deny people services.”
Still,
opponents
of
Planned Parenthood’s nearSee abortion on A3
Sunday
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Students from
across state come
together at Maine
Hunger Dialogue
Mary-Celeste Floreani
Contributor
The University of Maine
hosted its second Maine
Hunger Dialogue in the
Wells Conference Center on
Nov. 6 and 7. The goal of the
event was to mobilize the
power of higher education in
Maine to end hunger.
Over 150 students and
staff from 17 universities
and one high school across
the state of Maine gathered
in Wells Conference Center
to pack over 10,000 non-per-
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ishable meals for food banks
and pantries as well as discuss positive change in addressing the issue of hunger
in Maine. In Maine, according to FeedingAmerica.org,
one in six people deal with
hunger.
University of Maine Fort
Kent student Frantzceau
Germaine was happy to have
attended the event.
“It was a lot of fun, working and seeing people give
time and money to help,”
Germaine said. “It was wonderful.”

“The organizers come and
they bring all the bulk ingredients and then we work
hard to package them up. We
have faculty working next to
students, wearing hair nets,
working towards a common
cause and making a difference,” Kate Garland of the
UMaine Cooperative Extension Program told WABI
TV5.
Participants began on
Friday morning by pitching
ideas for hunger alleviation
See Hunger on A3

UMaine students
to compete in
NASA challenge
Hannah Chambers
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
chapter of Students for the Exploration and Development
of Space (SEDS) is preparing
to compete in the 2015-2016
NASA Student Launch challenge. The UMaine group will
be one of 54 teams to compete
in the April competition, which
will be held in NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, Ala.
The Student Launch Challenge is an eight-month NASA-conducted project in which
students will research, design,
build, test and eventually

launch and recover a rocket.
The process includes three design reviews to ensure safety
and allow students the opportunity to receive feedback on their
designs; the Preliminary Design Review, a Critical Design
Review and a Flight Readiness
Review.
According to Nathan Roscoe, a fourth-year mechanical
engineering student and the
founder of the UMaine SEDS
chapter, the team has completed
the Preliminary Design Review
that was due Nov. 6.
“If you go into the aerospace
industry, it doesn’t matter if
you’re working for NASA and
launching rockets there, or if

you’re launching rockets for the
Department of Defense for the
government,” Roscoe said of
the importance of the design review process. “The business of
launching rockets is expensive.
They can kill people. They’re
dangerous.”
Roscoe explained that the
UMaine team was required to
submit a general layout of their
plan in the Preliminary Design
Review. Although the design
submission is not required to be
conclusive, teams are expected
to have planned about 95 percent of the final design.
NASA will continue to proSee NASA on A3
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 ttendees listen to Alexander Justice Moor speak at the The Maine Hunger Dialogue. He was
A
the keynote speaker and talked about making a difference in fighting hunger and keys to success in your school’s project.

Hunger
from A2

in hopes to receive one of 15
“mini grants” of $500.
There were a handful of
guest speakers slated to appear at the event, including

Vice President for Academic Affairs Jeffrey E. Hecker,
Alex Moore from the DC
Central Kitchen, Melissa
Huston from the Good Shepherd Food Bank, Matthew
Martin of Outreach In and
Maine State Senator Justin
Alfond.

While that may sound like
a daunting task, the students
made sure to keep it light. A
group of students from Bates
College in Lewiston jokingly
remarked that the non-perishable macaroni and cheese
they’d sampled and packaged was “better than the

Kyah Lucky, Contributor

mac and cheese they served
us for lunch.”
The event’s organizers
said that the Maine Dialogue
is part of a national dialogue
movement to raise awareness
of hunger on every higher education campus in the
country.

vide feedback throughout the
design process to ensure that
each team’s launch will be as
successful as possible. However, in the actual launch industry,
a mistake in the design process
would result in the loss of a contract.
“That happens all of the time
with these multimillion dollar companies,” Roscoe said.
“This is an educational thing,
so NASA is super wonderful
with their feedback. Hopefully
we won’t get cut if they see we
aren’t ready to move on.”
Roscoe founded the UMaine SEDS chapter last year in
hopes of creating a community
of students who are interested
in space. While the number of
students in the chapter tends to
fluctuate depending on the type
of project the group is working
on, there are generally 10 to 15
students involved at a time.
The chapter initially formed
without a core project, but the
team soon found themselves
designing a rocket for a competition held by the national SEDS
organization. Although they did
not build or launch their design,
they were required to develop a
two-stage rocket, which is more
complex than the one-stage

model they are planning for the
NASA Student Launch.
The SEDS chapter also attended a rocket launch hosted
by the Maine Missile Math and
Science Club at the Tuckahoe
Turf Farm in Berwick this fall
to develop their skills and become certified to launch.
“We spent a whole semester
designing rockets, but [without]
the actual experience of building and launching it yourself,
we totally would not have won
the proposal,” Roscoe said.
“Although this competition is a
lot bigger than what we did last
semester, we can use the same
fundamentals.”
Before the critical review,
the UMaine team will launch a
small model of their rocket —
approximately the size of a water bottle. However, before the
practice launch of the full size
rocket, they will need to receive
a waiver from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
“It’s a big deal,” Roscoe
said. “You need to get FAA
waivers so you don’t hit planes
because, you know, that could
be a really big problem.”
Although the team is unsure
of when they will obtain the
FAA waiver, as it will likely
require a trip to Massachusetts,
they are currently on the right
track to successfully compete
in April.

UMaine School of Women’s Gender
and Sexuality to hold movie series
Maylinda Boynton
Contributor
The
University
of
Maine School of Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies Program (WGS)
will be holding a feminist
movie series starting Nov.
10 in the Memorial Union.
“[Our goal is to]
guide people to be more
open-minded and understanding about the topic of
feminism,” Kirsten Daley,
co-event director and Anthropology student, said.

Abortion
from A1

ly 530 million dollars in
federal funding remain concerned about how their tax
dollars are being spent, even
if those dollars cannot be legally spent on abortive procedures.
“Because Planned Parenthood is a taxpayer funded organization, its actions should
be held to high standards. Its
figures should be checked;
its procedures should be
checked.” Abigail Bennett,
also a student at the University of Maine, said. “None of
the $500 million in federal
funding the organization receives goes directly to abortion procedures directly, but
many feel as though their tax

“[We are] shooting, realistically, for 10 to 15 people
to attend the first movie”
The films being shown
are provided by the Library of Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies, which all University
students are welcome to
borrow from. The library
includes films covering
the topics of sex slavery,
women of color and the
issues with men and masculinity.
“Men’s issues affect
women and women’s is-

sues affect men,” Daley
said.
The films were purchased by the WGS Library through Women
Make Movies, a nonprofit
media organization based
in New York City, where
schools can purchase feminist movies and use them
for educational purposes.
The movie screenings
will begin on Nov. 10,
with the “The Grey Area,”
a 2012 educational documentary chronicling the
lives of inmates at the

dollars shouldn’t be given to
an organization which conducts abortions. Abortion is a
moral question, and so is the
question of forcing a citizen
who is morally against abortions to fund an organization
which conducts them.”
This isn’t the first time
Planned Parenthood has
faced national political opposition. As recently as
2011, Planned Parenthood
played a major role in the
budgetary crisis that very
nearly caused a government
shutdown and led to weeks
of financial uncertainty. The
so-called ‘debt-ceiling crisis
of 2011’ was fueled, in part,
by dissatisfaction within
the Republican party about
governmental funding of the
group.
Supporters maintain that

these attacks are born not
of genuine concern about
institutional accountability,
but of ideological differences about a woman’s right to
choose. Regardless of their
origin, the challenges have
far from stagnated.
While the debate continues to develop, only one
thing is certain; neither side
will be relenting anytime
soon.
“I think everyone should
have a personal issue regarding the way we treat Planned
Parenthood and the women
who seek treatment there,”
Daley said. “It is personal
because I don’t know that I
won’t need them someday,
and frankly I’d like them to
be there if I do. These things
are important, it should be
everyone’s problem.”

Police
Beat

UMPD

The best from UMaine’s finest

Sam Shepherd
News Editor

Oct. 28
4:05 p.m. - Not Delaware of the law
A University of Maine
Police
Department
(UMPD) officer conducted
a traffic stop on Long Road.
The suspect, Michael Hall,
25, of Orono, was operating a motorcycle that had
no baffle or inspection tag
on the plate. Hall told the
officer that he had a driv-

er’s license in Delaware,
but no credentials to operate a motorcycle. The officer confirmed that Hall had
no motorcycle license by
checking Maine records.
Hall was summonsed for
operating a motor vehicle
without a license. The officer noted that Hall was
very polite.
Oct. 28 and 29
3:07 p.m. and 2:05 p.m.

- Pair of parking passes pilfered
UMPD officers responded to two instances of theft
to a motor vehicles. Two
parking passes were stolen
from unlocked cars in the
Alfond Arena parking lot
and the Collins Center for
the Arts parking lot. Both
cars had no damage aside
from the stolen decals.

Iowa Correctional Institution for Women in Mitchellville, Iowa, directed by
Noga Ashkenazi.
“This film covers a
lot of statistics related
to women in prison, that
are not known by many.
I learned (from this film)
that the number of women in prison has increased
800 percent in the past
three decades,” Sarah
Dean, international relations student and co-student event director, said.
“The Grey Area” also

describes in detail a lot
of concerning facts about
women’s arrests. Many
women are arrested for
“boyfriend crimes” and
being in attendance of
crimes.
“A lot of the women who end up in prison,
are caused by ‘boyfriend
crimes’, murdering their
abusers, or rapists, or drug
charges,” Daley said.
“Sixty percent of women in prisons are victims
of sexual assault or domestic violence,” Dean

added.
The event will feature
free snacks, the screening
and a brief discussion afterwards led by Daley and
Dean. All screenings will
be held in the Coe Room
in the Memorial Union,
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. If
students are interested in
taking a WGS class they
are encouraged to attend
this event, and speak with
Daley or Dean afterwards.
There also be movie
screenings on Nov. 24 and
Dec. 8.

Oct. 31
9:57 p.m. - Hard taco

incident above, an officer
dressed in plain clothes
observed someone smoking marijuana through a
window in Patch Hall.
The officer made contact
with Joseph McDonald, a
26-year-old student, who
admitted to smoking. McDonald handed over a vaporizer and a small amount
of weed. McDonald was
summonsed and referred to
JA for possession of marijuana.

dents to JA.

UMPD responded to a
Resident Assistant (RA)
of a non-student, Nathaniel Moore, 19, of Wilton,
wearing a taco costume
roaming the halls of Somerset Hall. The suspect,
reportedly, shed the taco
costume when he heard
that UMPD was responding, and took off into the
woods behind Patch. Another report came in from
Somerset that Moore was
located in a room. Officers
made contact with Moore,
who was in Orono for the
weekend to go to parties.
He was compliant with officer, and was summonsed
and referred to Judicial Affairs (JA) for possession of
alcohol by a minor.
10:19 p.m. - Draw the
blinds
While investigating the

10:25
canned

p.m.

-

Trash

UMPD responded to
an RA report for underage
drinking in Hancock Hall
after two females were
heard in their room talking
about “being trashed.” Officers made contact with
the residents of the room,
and they admitted to drinking vodka earlier in the
day. Officers retrieved the
bottle, and referred the stu-

Nov. 1
12:06 a.m. - John 2:9
UMPD officers responded to an RA report of underage drinking in Cumberland Hall. The officer made
contact with seven underaged subjects, who were
drinking beer and raspberry vodka. Evan Kellough,
a first-year student, was
summonsed for possession
of alcohol by a minor. Two
non-students, Cole Jakobs,
of Naples, and Shawn Hanson, of Sebago, were also
summonsed for possession
of alcohol by a minor. Hanson, who submitted a marijuana roach and a grinder
to officers, was also summonsed for possession of
drug paraphernalia. Along
with beer and vodka, officers found Fireball whiskey and a bottle of grape
juice with an apparatus to
turn it into alcohol.
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Weekly Updates

This Week in Student Government
Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate

Mary-Celeste Floreani
Contributor
General Student Senate
discusses the state of IT
Cindy Mitchell, director of
administrative systems development and support in the University IT department, spoke to
the General Student Senate on
Nov. 3. Mitchell gave testimony to the state of IT at the University of Maine, emphasizing that changes in our online
classroom technologies were
on their way, but made sure
to point out a single system to
replace Blackboard, First Class
and MaineStreet was extreme-

ly unlikely.
Club Recognition
The American Choral Directors Association Student
Chapter, a club designed to
connect music education students to practicing music educators with a focus on choral
music, gained preliminary recognition.
The Bio-Engineering club
gained final recognition, becoming an official student
organization. Bio-Engineering club offers study help and
pre-professional guidance to
bio-engineering majors students.

Allocations
The Women’s
Rugby Team
received

$3,000 for equipment, jerseys
and referee fees.
The Tackle Football Team received

$3,140 for 22 helmets.
The Men’s Rugby Team
received $2,250 for travel and
accommodation expenses for
their upcoming tournament.
Oct. 27 Election
On Oct. 27, there was an
election to change the terms
of Student Government Inc.
officials. The term would be
shifted from a calendar year to
the academic year. The change,
according to President Harold
Stewart, would be beneficial,
as many officials would cut
their term short in the spring.
The vote did pass, meeting
the two-thirds popular vote re-

quirement, but Stewart said a
number of issues, clerical and
technical, made the vote feel
unfair.
“It was supposed to be 30
to 45 academic days after it
passed the senate,” Stewart
said. “It was held 35 calendar
days after it passed, so that invalidated it.”
Along with that, 240 people
experienced difficulties with
the First Class voting. Stewart
said that along with the First
Class voting, there will be a
physical polling place.
Stewart also said the vote
will be coming soon, as they
are now in the 30 to 45 academic day range.

The World
This Week
Nov. 7- Donald Trump hosted Saturday Night Live amid controversy
from protestors. Protestors called to attention that NBC recently cut
ties with Trump after remarks about immigrant from Mexico. Many
celebrities publicly said they would not be tuning into the program.
Nov. 8 - A mysterious bright light over Orange County in California
sent residents into a panic. While many thought it was a UFO, the
Orange County sherriff explained that the light was due to a naval
test.
Nov. 8 - Celebrations broke out in Sierra Leone as the country announced it was Ebola-free. The Ebola epidemic has killed almost
4,000 people in the African nation. It has been 42 days since the last
reported case in Sierra Leone.
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Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Sam Shepherd
News Editor
University of Maine
System OK’s Demolition of Machias’ Kimball Hall
The Finance, Facilities
and Technology Committee of the University of
Maine System board of
trustees approved a resolution today authorizing
the demolition of Kimball
Hall at the University of
Maine at Machias.
The resolution autho-
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rizes an expenditure of
$950,000 to demolish the
building and restore it to
campus green space. The
board of trustees hopes
that a bidding process
will reduce the cost of the
project below the nearly
$1 million budget.
An engineering study
found that restoring the
building would require
nearly $8.5 million in
funding. If the full board
comes to an agreement

with the resolution during
its November meeting,
the building will be vacant.
University of Maine
System To Review Dining Service Proposals
The
University
of
Maine has entered the
evaluation phase of a
competitive process to
select a dining services
vendor which would ful-

fill their recent commitment to purchase 20 percent of its food from local
providers by 2020.
“We received a strong
response from potential
vendors and look forward
to moving ahead with our
goal for 20 percent local
food by 2020,” Rudy Gabrielson, chief procurement officer of the UMaine System, said. “We’re
already engaging with the
community about how
best to carry out this initiative and appreciate the
discussion and feedback,
both now and when the
award is announced.”
Each submission by
prospective vendors will
be evaluated and scored
on various criteria, including cost, sustainabil-

ity, local sourcing of food
and economic impact
within the state.
The university will not
release any information
regarding this process until the evaluation is complete.
Acadia
Harvest
award $744,000 to develop fish feeds
On Nov. 3, Acadia
Harvest Inc. was awarded nearly $750,000 from
a National Science Foundation grant to continue
their innovative development of fish feeds for its
aquaculture business.
Acadia
Harvest,
formed in 2011, grows
high-quality marine seafood using land-based,

indoor production methods. The company works
closely with the University of Maine Center for
Cooperative Aquaculture
Research.The two developed successful feed formulations and growth trials with numerous types
of fish.
This grant is the second
phase of a Small Business Innovation Research
grant. In 2013, Acadia
Harvest received the first
phase, in the form of a
$270,000 grant from the
same organization. They
were also named a finalist in Fish 2.0, an international competition that
builds knowledge in the
sustainable seafood sector.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Veterans Day about more than a day off

This Wednesday, Nov. 11,
is Veterans Day.
True to form, University
of Maine students are readying themselves to celebrate.
Undergraduates will almost certainly take keen
advantage of the day off for
the noble pursuit of quiet reflection, deep appreciation of
the United States’ numerous
liberties and honoring those
who have served both domestically and abroad.
Or perhaps not.
In light of the approach-

ing holiday, a day dedicated
to contemplating the sacrifices of those who have served,
it’s important not to forget
the real reason for a midweek oasis of vacation time.
Which isn’t to say that the
entire day must be spent in
fervent, punishing worship
of an institution that, frankly, many disagree with the
activities of. The purpose of
Veterans Day is not to evoke
a feeling of compelled endorsement for the conflicts
the United States partakes in.

Rather, it is to understand
and respect that, even should
the individual disagree with
the many engagements and
actions of the United States’
military, there are still many
persuasive reasons to appreciate those in its ranks.
It is not too much to ask
that, even among the innumerable pressures of college
life, individuals take at least
a brief respite to applaud the
selfless actions of the people
who protect their country.
Regardless of personal feel-

Why college
shouldn’t be the best
years of your life
Brooke Bailey
Staff Writer
There’s this everlasting
phrase that our family members use as comments on all of
our Facebook photos, or say to
us on every holiday break—
“Enjoy college while you can.
It’s all over after that!”
This phrase carries a lot
of pressure with it. Pressure
to make sure that college students live it up, party all night
and make everlasting friends,
like in the movies. Although,
that isn’t always the reality of
college.
That is to say — I hope that
my college years are not the
best years of my life.
My typical day in college
consists of running around attempting to tackle my expanding to-do list. Avoiding clocks
is a great way to not remind
myself that I simply do not
have enough hours in one day
to finish my tasks, scarf some
food down between classes,
maybe socialize for a few
minutes — all while aiming
to get at least enough sleep to
ensure I will wake up for my
alarm clock the next morning.
Are these types of days supposed to be the best days of
my life?
Maybe this phrase is referring to the fleeting two-day
weekend that college students

posses? Yes, our weekends
are only two days because
let’s be honest, Sundays are
solely meant for catching up
on the homework we didn’t
have time to finish during the
week prior. For most of us,
Friday and Saturday nights
are fun. It’s the only time of
the week that we can hang out
with our friends without having to worry about the time,
or the amount of homework,
projects and studying that is
waiting for us. Even so, these
weekends can’t be “the best
weekends of our lives.”
I’m not saying that college
isn’t enjoyable, because it is.
College is meant to be a place
in our lives where we attempt
to find ourselves. It’s about
trying new things, meeting
new people and testing our
limits. It’s meant to prepare us
for the world that lies ahead,
while trying to figure out
some muddled plan for what
we will do next. College is
fun compared to the previous
17 years of our lives that we
were accustomed to, but think
of our limitations. Most of us
are too broke to travel. Or we
don’t have enough time since
we spend our summers working and saving money to support ourselves in the school
year. For at least half of our
college years we aren’t old
enough to go out to the bars

with our friends, and we still
have to spend money on those
annoying and seemingly useless astronomy and art history
classes.
Still, we should have a
great time in college. So go
out with your friends, pull
all-nighters, keep ordering
cheap pizza and do whatever makes you happy — just
don’t peak because you feel
that you have to. It’s too early
in our lives for us to reach our
peak. By the time we graduate
college, we will still be in our
early 20s, only about a quarter
of our lives having gone by.
We still have so much to do.
I’m not sure what many
adults are talking about when
they say that it’s all downhill
after college. We spend our
time in college studying to
achieve the jobs and lives that
we want. Once I graduate, I
want to pay bills and taxes.
I want to live in my first tiny
rundown apartment. I want
to go on 50 interviews while
looking for a job that ensures I
didn’t waste four years in college pursuing the wrong degree. I don’t want an easy life,
I want to struggle. College
isn’t our best years because
we get to avoid the hardships
of real life; we go to college
to prepare ourselves for the
hardships of life, and we will
be ready.
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ings on the particulars of foreign engagement, the actions
of soldiers, sailors and spies
still play a direct role in protecting all of those who live
securely in the United States.
Because, though veterans
are certainly not infallible,
they are honorable in their
most basic pursuit: freedom
and security. It is not your
local active duty officer
making the choice to engage
in Syria, Libya or Iraq. The
only decision they are making is to follow orders.

As much as this country
celebrates love, parenthood
and marriage, so too should
an action as bold as independently and purposefully
entering an active conflict to
protect one’s fellow citizens
be celebrated.
If these days worshiping
mothers, fathers and romantic affection can be cleared
on a busy college schedule,
so too can days seeking to
venerate the persons responsible for the stable environment Americans live in.

Those living in an environment that feels so little impact from the tragic events
worldwide — thanks primarily to the insulating power of
a diligent, professional and
responsive military — certainly have much to be grateful for.
So put down the textbooks, just for a moment,
and consider the comfortable
reality of living in a country
so comprehensively protected — thanks to the sacrifices
of so many.

Modern-day
relationships lack
integrity, meaning
Megan Shuman
Staff Writer
On Saturday my parents
are getting married again. No,
there isn’t going to be a big ceremony. There are no elaborate
decorations. My mom is wearing a black dress, and there will
not be something borrowed or
blue. My dad will most likely
wear that old suit he has in the
closet, which I know for a fact
outdates me by years. They’ve
been together for over a quarter of a century. And despite up
and downs, they’ve made it.
Enough to get up in front of a
priest and do it all again.
So maybe it’s not technically a wedding. It’s a vow renewal. But still, it’s big. Especially
when you factor in the wellknown factoid that over half
the marriages nowadays end in
divorce. Well then. Let’s take a
hop, skip and a “nae nae” into
the year 2015, where everything is a hook-up with someone whose biggest credential is
impressive eyebrows.
Why? That is the only
question I have. I often see
ranting over social media that
people can’t find anything different or real. Everyone’s fake
and they’re just going to be
an old loner who lives out in
the boonies, with their 97 cats
and 22 dogs. Now, as good as
snuggling with Fluffy every
night and not having to hear
any complaining about putting

on real pants once in awhile
sounds, they’re still craving attention. Hence, the post of sad
quote, supposedly inspirational
photo or semi-amusing meme
with a dog in a baby carriage.
I’d like to blame it on gender roles, sexism and mass media. But it’s more than that. No
one person or thing is responsible. There are many causes.
Dating is what we make of it.
And let’s face it, we’ve messed
it up, one swipe right at a time.
This piece isn’t here to put
down flings. Everything has
its time and place. People want
different things and that’s okay.
It’s a free country. This piece
is about thinking before acting
and the single most important
part of any relationship. Whether it’s three hours or three years,
you have to have communication. With all of those new-fangled gadgets we have permanently adhered to our hands,
one would think that communication would be better. It
couldn’t be more different.
Dating culture has changed
in accordance with the times.
People have tried to turn dating
into a fast food business venture. They want it to be easy.
But that’s not a relationship.
There is a reason we have a
sky-high divorce rate compared to years ago. And it isn’t
about the money, money, money. It’s about the perspective
we’ve taken. We almost have
too many options due to the

constant connectivity we have.
The grass is always greener in
many ways.
Texting and emailing have a
certain impersonality to them.
You can’t tell tone. You can’t
see faces. You have key phrases
such as ‘I’m fine’ which means
the opposite or ‘We need to
talk,’ which probably strikes
enough fear to bring Zeus down
from his the clouds. There is so
much miscommunication in relationships that sometimes, one
can feel like they never really
knew someone at all once they
realize the true meaning behind
words.
So how can we fix it? It’s
simple. Be honest. Don’t beat
around the bush. If you want it
to be a fling or you’re looking
for a long-term commitment,
tell them. And if that pushes
them away? It wasn’t meant
to be. Those song lyrics you
posted are not going to get
them back. You’re not going to
change someone. Not everyone
is the same. You’re just looking
in the wrong places, honey.
I don’t believe in the supposed shortage of good guys
and genuine girls. I don’t believe anyone finishes last.
I think it’s a broken road to
where we belong, but that’s
what is worth it. Some people
just fall into the cracks more
than others. Everyone says
they want to be the cute old
See Shuman on A7
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Taking criticism to heart can
disrupt the learning process
Eliza Jones
Staff Writer
My class on the Camden Film Festival met this
past Saturday to review the
projects we’ve been working on all semester. Each of
us is responsible for creating some form of documentary, in whatever medium
we choose. Nearly all of us
chose film. For six hours we
sat in Lord Hall and watched
the preliminary “first drafts”
of the five-minute shorts that
we’ve each created. It was a
fascinating spectrum of topics and stories, everything
from the possible closing of
the Old Town community
pool to the upcoming retirement of a beloved UMaine
professor.
Some of the films were
moody and artistic, others
were professional and informative. But no matter the
experience of the filmmaker,
the topic of the short, or the
style used, it was apparent
that each of us was proud of
our films. We were invested in the film’s success and
in the creative process that
we’d each undertaken to turn
our abstract ideas into real,
tangible creations. We felt
like real artists.
There was, naturally,
feedback — constructive
criticism, praise, and brainstorming from our three pro-

fessors and from each other.
Everyone was respectful and
helpful, receptive and open.
It was great to see. But the
whole day — and the process of having our creations
critiqued — reminded me
of a conversation we had in
my Black Mountain College
seminar last week about the
idea of education as an exercise of violence.
That’s a heavy statement.
“Education is the exercise of
violence.” Think about that
for a minute or two. It means
that as active participants in
our own education, we as
students are willingly surrendering ourselves to each
of our own “un-foundings.”
In the process of learning,
we must essentially surrender the self we know and
then change. And anyone
who walks away from an
experience of learning unchanged from the self he
or she was before has not
learned. Learning and education is meant to change us.
We should grow and evolve,
break down old ideas and
form new ones and then
maybe throw away those
ideas, too.
We talked about this idea
of education as an exercise
of violence for a while in
my seminar that day. If all
of that is true, then what role
do teachers and professors
play in our “un-foundings?”

One could argue that they
are indeed the executors of
the violence. They are the
force that “un-founds” us;
they are the channel through
which the knowledge and the
learning and the changing is
executed. That gives them a
certain power over students,
for they are responsible for
our safety as we navigate
this path — the journey of
each of our own violent destructions and reformations.
They are essentially responsible for our deaths and our
rebirths. It is indeed a delicate kind of violence, for our
intellects and characters are
at stake.
I’m lucky enough to say
that I’ve had a small handful of teachers throughout
my education who have
indelibly changed my life,
teachers who expertly balanced the delicate with the
violence, who “un-founded”
and then rebuilt those of us
who had surrendered to the
process of learning.
So here we were in Lord
Hall on Saturday, showing
our projects to each other and
to our professors. And I realized on the car ride home that
each of us had been wielders
of that quixotic power of
violence. Through the feedback and critique that we
offered after each film, we
were, in a way, exercising violence. And as students and

filmmakers, each of us had
essentially surrendered ourselves to this violence. Here
is my creation, we said. Here
is my project. Now un-found
me. Tell me what about it is
weak and what is strong and
how it can be better.
And it made me wonder.
What is the balance between
being an artist and a student?
At what point does one start
and the other stop? And is it
even possible to be both at
the same time? If we are here
at UMaine as willing participants in our own destructions and reformations — in
the violence of our deaths
and rebirths as thinkers and
intellectuals — do we even
have the right to call ourselves artists?
I don’t really know if
we do yet. We are aspiring artists. We are certainly creators. But we are still
apprentices. If a professor
gives you feedback on whatever project you’ve created,
listen to him or her. Understand that it is for your betterment. It certainly feels
like a kind of violence to
hear criticism, but if the professor is a good one, then it
is a delicate kind of violence.
Surrender yourself to your
own un-founding and do it
with the expectation that you
will emerge stronger and
better and brighter than you
were before.

NASA funding could be used
in more down-to-earth ways
Samuel Shepherd
News Editor
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) requested
almost $17.5 billion for
their 2015 budget estimate. While that number
seems astronomical, it is
only a small blip of the
United States’ $39 trillion
budget.
The idea of space travel has been propagandized
as a necessity by popular
media, with heartwarming movies like “E.T.:
The Extra Terrestrial” and
“WALL-E.” Films like
“Gravity” make space
seem like an intriguing final frontier of knowledge
and splendor.
While a fraction of a
percent of the national
budget seems relatively
expendable, there are a
number of Earth-confined

issues that the United
States could address, or
attempt to address, with
$17.5 billion.
According to a 2012
New York Times article, it
was estimated that homelessness in the United
States could be phased out
for just $20 billion. This
estimate came from Mark
Johnston, the acting assistant housing secretary
for community planning
and development. In 2012,
notably, only $1.9 billion was spent to address
the problem. Conversely,
NASA’s 2012 budget was
$18.2 billion.
The Borgen Project,
a nonprofit organization
dedicated to addressing
poverty and hunger, estimates that $30 billion per
year would effectively end
world hunger. Considering
the European Space Agency has a budget of nearly

$4.8 billion, and would
buy into this effort, this
number could be easily attained.
Relatively recent studies have found out that
Mars did, at one time,
possess the ability to sustain life. While the recent
NASA discoveries on
Mars are not to be scoffed
at, what significance does
it present for residents of
this planet going forward?
What does it offer citizens?
Investigating the livability of planets in our
solar system seems to be
a worthwhile idea, but at
what point to do we pack
it in? Our space travel is
exceptionally
limited,
with current technology
only having the capability to send humans to the
moon. I didn’t need to
spend a dollar, except for
my parents’ tax dollars, to

learn in grade school that
humans will not leave this
planet in my, nor my hypothetical child’s, lifetime.
But, at least we know
Earth has a “twin planet”
an unattainable distance
away.
NASA is an organization that profits, or receives, from the public’s
general acceptance that
space is really cool and
if we spend enough time
there, we will find something absolutely amazing.
The fact of the matter is,
we’ve only been disappointed with space. Mars
was, at one point, livable,
but it is not now, and won’t
be for a long time.
While all the pictures of
space humble us and fill us
wonder and glee, it is time
to put our money into attainable issues that can be
solved with the resources
we have on this planet.

We’re hiring
writers!

Courtesy of Caitlyn Burman

Shuman
from A6

couple holding hands walking
across the Walmart parking lot.
Yet, no one thinks about all the
work it takes to get there. So
when I stand up for my parents

this weekend, I’m going to be
proud to sign on that witness
line. They’ve been through a
lot more than most could handle. They’ve hit a lot of bumps
along the way. But, it only
proves love endures, and we
don’t have to be another statistic.
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Diversions
Across
1. Grocers stock them
5. Baby seats
9. Epic tale
13. One of Prometheus’
brothers
15. Words said with a nod
16. Burden of proof
17. Noisy tree climber
19. ___ avis (one of a
kind)
20. Form of evidence
21. Expression of bafflement
22. Accumulates
24. So far
25. Obsolete palindromic
preposition
26. Raise, as a flag
27. Mining town of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula
31. Site of some Washington touchdowns
34. It may follow something
35. R.W.R.’s ‘’Star Wars’’

Crossword

36. Asian chain
37. Sault ___ Marie
38. What thou shalt not
39. ER caregivers
40. Good enough to eat,
in a way
42. Vote for verbally
44. Do a few odd jobs
47. Currency of several
Arabic nations
48. Jacksonville-to-Miami
dir.
49. ‘’CSI’’ network
52. Things to mind
54. Order after ready
55. Shuttlecock’s path
56. File companion
57. Divisive campaign
topic
60. In olden times
61. Medicinal plant
62. Interrupt
63. Person of equal
standing
64. Some breads and
whiskeys

65. Misshapen
Down
1. Off-color
2. ___ time or another
3. Crow
4. Woebegone
5. Rock growth
6. Stop wondering,
perhaps
7. Feature of some doors
8. Grave
9. Most painful to the
touch
10. Bolshevik victim of
1918
11. Spiritual mentor, in
India
12. Promptly, memo-wise
14. Realm
18. Supplanters of lire
23. Unit of stage script
27. Advised leader?
28. It may be fed next to
a car

29. Without purpose
30. Nubia irrigator
31. Sell cheap
32. Karachi tongue
33. Ball finale
37. Not in an abundant
manner
38. Elizabethan playwright
40. Rive
41. Subject for future
Bush historians
42. Sleepyhead in an
Everly Brothers hit
43. Hardly peppy
45. Play Mr. Fix-It
46. Indians relocated from
Missouri
49. Class distinction
50. Bostonian on ice
51. Trail marker
52. Theatrical object
53. Lucid, mentally
58. John or Jane
59. The Nautilus, for one
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Word Scramble: Food
9. NCDAY

2. IEP

10. CRIE

3. TIRUF
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Chamber Jazz Ensemble
mixes musical styles
Jocelyn Nerney
Contributor
On Wednesday, Nov. 4,
students from MUO 155, or
Chamber Jazz Ensemble, performed a new style of music to
University of Maine students in
Minsky Recital Hall.
During the concert, four
different ensemble groups displayed unique styles with variations of instrument combinations. Some groups utilized
flute or piano, while others used
multiple types of saxophones.
In most of the groups, members had the chance to perform
solos and show the audience
their high musical capacities.
A majority of the songs
were jazz-specific arrangements, although some recognizable songs were played
such as “Someday My Prince
Will Come” and “My Funny
Valentine.”

Music lecturer and Director
Dan Barrett said this year the
chamber jazz ensembles have
taken a new direction from previous years.
Previously, there was one
large jazz ensemble group,
but this semester students are
studying small group jazz. Barrett commented that he chamber jazz ensembles give the
students a chance to improvise
and try jazz combinations.
“They need to play in this
setting to make money as professional musicians,” Barrett
said. “It’s an essential experience.”
“It is an opportunity to get
to play with a small group and
have the collective freedom to
choose everything about the
performance, from the tunes
to the styles to who solos on
what tune,” Jackson Cromwell,
a fifth-year music performance
student, said.

Culturefest was hosted by the International Student Association on Saturday, Nov. 7 at the UMaine Recreation Center.

Festival

from A12
different countries. Countries with large student populations at UMaine include
Canada, China, Russia, Brazil and the United Kingdom.
Nearly 100 countries’ flags

Orchard
from A12

ally come,” Felix said.
Alan Estes, an actor in
the play who played the role
of Fiers, a house servant, is a
third-year theater student at
UMaine. He has performed
in a number of productions
at UMaine before, including
“Godspell,” “Little Shop of
Horrors,” “Love’s Labour’s
Lost” and “Metamorphoses.”
Estes explained that he has
been involved in plays every
year at UMaine.
“With the set being
worked on and being part of
it, the play has come to life,”
Estes said.
He explained that the
costumes and hair are all accurate to period (1904.) Estes
added that with the costumes
and the real cherry trees, the
play started to come to fruition.
Estes explained as an actor, he rehearsed six days a
week — every weekday and
Sunday afternoons. During
tech week, he acted every
day.
“It has been mostly come
in and do what you love and
be a part of a cool process,”
Estes added.

Abroad

from A11
gins when the sign turns to the
neon-white walking person,
and it continues well after the
orange hand says to stop was
new to her. She sometimes
would yelp with absolute delight which would scare everyone else on the sidewalk, and
then other times she’d grab my
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were displayed around the
festival area, according to
the Office of International
Programs.
“That warm feeling of
people being friendly is the
best thing about the country,” Dorina Grezda, a resource economics and policy
graduate student, said. She

“As a professional, you
have to play music for others exactly the way they want
it,” Cromwell said. With jazz,
though, Cromwell said he is
able to do what he wants in
the moment. The jazz ensemble groups are beneficial for
the students because they give
them more opportunities to be
creative and make their own
arrangements, Barrett said.
Students said that Barrett’s
flexibility with the music has
aided them in growing as musicians.
“[Barrett] has given me
a lot of exercises that have
helped me as a jazz musician.
He is open to anything that the
groups want to play and will
coach us on anything,” Cromwell said.
Many of the students in
MUO 155 have a strong passion for music, whether as a
hobby or something they are

Sze Wing Wong, Contributor

is from Kosovo, a partially
recognized state in southeastern Europe that declared
its independence from Serbia on Feb. 17, 2008.
“We also have the youngest population in the Balkan
region,” Grezda said. “Most
people are under the age of
35.”

pursuing as a career.
Sydnie Howard, a first-year
music education student, said
as a freshman she did not think
she would have had enough experience to audition for jazz ensemble. However, a friend told
her about chamber jazz and
that all she had to do was sign
up, and she did so immediately.
“Most of all with music
I can be myself. In chamber
jazz no one asks me my background. No one judges me. We
all come together to play, to
have fun, to be musicians and
live life the way we enjoy it,”
Howard said.
The ensemble groups
will be performing on select
dates, usually on Monday and
Wednesday afternoons in the
Memorial Union during the
second half of this semester.
One group per week will perform during their normal rehearsal times.

“We like to have people
visit us,” Faisal Alturki, a
Saudi Arabian native who
has been learning English
in the United States for the
last 10 months, said. He is
looking to study mechanical
engineering.
“Nepal is very different
in terms of climate,” Nipun
Vaidya, a native Nepalese
and fourth-year accounting
and finance student who
lives near the capital city of
Kathmandu, said. He said
that some other aspects of
Nepal that makes it interesting to others is its castes. He
is part of the Newar people
who originally settled in
the Kathmandu Valley and
speak a separate language
known as Newari.
“We are so diverse for
such a small country,” Sujita Pandey, another fourthyear Nepalese student who
is studying economics, said.
The International Student Association is an organized group of students who
stress the need to bring international students togeth-

On Tuesday before the
opening weekend, both Felix
and Estes were on the stage
set painting.
Director Marcia Douglas
could not be reached for an
interview. However, in the director’s note of the program,
she explained rehearsal procedures.
“As we have rehearsed
this play, we have found that
each character is like the tip
of an iceberg. Rarely do characters see deeply into each
other. They pass and try to
touch but fail more often than
they succeed. Chekhov knew
people and in his unique way
he brought that to the stage.”
Douglas, whose first
on-stage role was in “The
Cherry Orchard” at her alma
mater Colorado State University, holds the play near to her
heart.
“I had never had to talk
onstage. It was terrifying, but
it was life changing. That was
50 years ago,” Douglas told
The Maine Campus in September. “It’s just time for me
to do this play. I really hold
it dear and I’m really excited
for it.”
In September, Douglas
also explained Chekov’s
plays reinvented the way
plays were written and per-

formed, focusing more on the
ensemble instead of one main
actor.
“The big parts and the
small parts, backstage technicians and designers — it
takes everyone together to
make a theatrical piece. This
was a new idea at the time,”

Douglas said. “Everybody’s
creativity is involved. The
result of that kind of work is
way more than any one person could do.”
Chekhov died in 1904
from consumption (tuberculosis) soon after the first
performance of “The Cherry

hand and hold on really tight
when she was scared.
I guess both responses
make a lot of sense for her, and
I did my best to be patient and
tolerant of her whims. I took
her to the National Art Gallery of Canada, and one of the
exhibits within the neo-modern walls is an entire Catholic
church. They removed the edifice of a church that was going
to be demolished and rebuilt

it at the gallery. It’s an elongated rectangular room with
only two coal colored leather
benches staring up at a wide
oak altar. Surrounding every
part of the room are about 50
speakers on thick tripods. They
play traditional hymnals; every
speaker is a different voice altogether rising to shrill notes
of vocal harmony. My grandmother wept openly there, although she’d never admit it.

She kept muttering under her
breath “Stevie, it’s a miracle.”
I thought to myself, “It’s just
technology,” even though I
was really enjoying the music, as well. I have to remind
myself often that she never
grew up with the advantages
that I had, and that sometimes
all it takes is a pinch of patience and a dash of tolerance
to bring another human being
bliss.

Zen

from A10
ine community can benefit
from the Zen Mindfulness
meditation series.
“I’ve been teaching for
a while and I’ve had people
in science and engineering, and I even had a student who won [an award]
in Forbes Magazine. He
was ranked among the top
‘30 Under 30’ scientists,
and he actually said that
he benefited enormously
from meditation,” Curran

Non-Traditional
from A10

nization on the rise.
“We want more involvement of non-traditional groups on campus.
It’s something as a group
we are trying to accomplish,” Brown said.
“I think anything about
non-trads is good. I think
most people on this campus
assume that everyone is

er. They do this by taking
part in Culturefest and also
holding a weekly Coffee
Hour Fridays from 4 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in the North Pod
of the Memorial Union.
According to their website,
some of the special events
that are held during these
times include country and
culture presentations, food
tastings and competitions.
“I think this is a really
great way for students to see
what other cultures make
up the university,” Brendan
Smith, a third-year nutrition
student, said. “Even though
it’s a part of what I study, I
especially liked to try all of
the different variety of foods
here.”
People who are interested can also check out the
International Dance Festival
that will be held on Feb. 20,
2016 at the Collins Center
for the Arts. Any more information about international programs can be found
on the University of Maine
Office of International Programs website.

Actor Liam Estes prepares for his role as “Fiers” in “The Cherry Orchard.”

Orchard” was performed at
Moscow Art Theatre. While
many people view Chekhov’s plays and “The Cherry Orchard” as a challenge
for actors, UMaine students
fully embraced the challenge
and encompassed the characters.

said. “It’s not a matter of
people changing their lifestyles, it’s more where and
how they apply their energy
in a more loving, kind and
compassionate way with
more wisdom. If students
begin to do that, it begins
to change their lives for the
better.”
The Zen Mindfulness
meditation sessions are
held in the Memorial Room
in the Memorial Union on
select Tuesdays from 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. For more information, contact Hugh Curran
on FirstClass.
about 18 or 21 and lives on
campus. In fact, most live
off campus. There is a good
five percent of students
who are non-traditional,”
Smith said. “They’re not
thinking about the same
type of things on Saturday
morning that most traditional students are. That’s
one of the reasons why we
do the Non-Traditional Student Week, to get the word
out that there are non-traditional students on campus.”

Business
from A12

it’s going to be good.”
Over the summer, Rowe
had a marketing internship
while knitting on the side.
She met up with a real estate agent in the Portland
area who was interested in
Rowe’s work, and started
making pillowcases with ZIP
code numbers on them for
the agent to give to her clients.
“That’s mostly my busy
time of year,” Rowe said.
“Hopefully it’ll pick up over
the winter up here [in Orono].”
After graduation in May,
Rowe plans on getting a job
in marketing with her custom
design business on the side.
“It’s busy, but my personality needs to have busyness,” Rowe said. “I can
never sit still. I need to have
constant stimulation. I think
it’s good for me to be busy
like that. I think I can make
it work.”

Sze Wing Wong, Contributor

“If you saw a rehearsal
a week ago, we were in a
completely different place,”
Bilodeau said.
But opening night, actors on stage were comedic,
enthusiastic and proved that
they were not at all daunted
by the historic play.
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Play encourages
women to come
“Out of Silence”
Aliya Uteuova
Contributor
The University of Maine
Student Women’s Association (SWA) held a production
called “Out of Silence” last
week as part of the nationwide
1 in 3 Campaign, which aims
to build a more enabling environment for the policies and
legal work that advocate for
women’s abortion rights.
The play consists of a series
of 10 scenes based on real stories of women who have had
abortions.
“Theater is a really powerful tool to create empathy and
give a human face to the issue,” Mariah Curtis, director of
“Out of Silence,” said.
The play is produced by
Jessica Carignan, a national
Out of Silence campaign affiliate. She was introduced to the
script this September during
the conference held by Advocates for Youth, the founder of
the 1 in 3 campaign.
“This is a brand new play,
and UMaine is part of the first
wave of schools doing it,”
Carignan said.
“Theater is a form of art that
is very personal, and an appropriate way to handle this, because everyone has big stands
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[sic] on abortion,” Curtis said.
The Maine House of Representatives leans pro-choice,
while the Maine Senate leans
mixed-choice, meaning some
senators may not agree with
pro-choice senators on abortion rights issues. However,
both parties agree on increasing access to methods that prevent unintended pregnancies
and the need for abortion such
as contraception, emergency
contraception and comprehensive sexuality education.
“Abortion is not a political
argument nor a religious debate. It is a really tough decision that a woman herself has
to make,” Megan Frisard, a
member of SWA said. Along
with 10 other members of
SWA, Frisard was one of the
cast members in Out of Silence. “The goal of this play
is to portray abortion in a light
that is not seen in the media
nowadays.”
“In order to recognize the
unique situations that women
have to face, it is important to
end the stigma about abortion
and have a productive conversation about it, rather than a political debate,” she continued.
There were nearly 70 people in Minsky Recital Hall for
the Friday night show. During

the play, all of the cast members were present on stage, sitting on chairs while waiting for
their scenes, and occasionally
playing the role of background
voices. Dressed in mostly
black, the cast performed with
minimal props. A representative from Mabel Wadsworth
Women’s Health Center was
present in the audience to answer audience questions regarding abortion.
“Male representation is
equally as important as female,” William Bann, one of
two male cast members in
“Out of Silence,” said. “People can have pregnancy scares
while in a relationship, and this
play helps you understand the
reality of this situation by giving both good and bad scenarios.”
Two stories were cut from
the original script because the
cast was not racially diverse
enough to play those scenes.
Despite this, the play struck a
chord with audience members.
“When I was younger, a lot
of women my age who were
pregnant and unmarried would
have their children,” Diane Simonds, mother of one of the
cast members, said. “People
are much more receptive now
and I think that’s good.”

Tony Award-winning
play comes to
Collins Center
Delaney Fitzpatrick
Contributor
The Collins Center for
the Arts has been known
all over the state of Maine
for the variety of shows it
brings to the greater Bangor area. From theater
productions put on by students, to comedy acts such
as the likes of Bob Marley
and Rodney Carrington, the
Collins Center draws diverse and notable acts from
around the world.
But none compare to the
Broadway shows brought
in a few times a year. The
latest show played at the
Collins Center was “The
Producers,” on Sunday,
Nov. 8.
According to Stage
Agent, “The Producers,”
written by Thomas Meehan
and Mel Brooks, is based
on Brooks’ 1968 film of the
same name. It tells the story of a Broadway producer
named Max Bialystock, who
misses the success of theater
and will do anything to get
to the top. With the help of
a nerdy accountant named
Leo Bloom, Bialystock devises an odd plan to make
his way back to the top by

producing a bad play rather
than a good play.
A
laugh
inducing,
crowd-pleasing favorite, it
made its debut in 2001 and
has won numerous awards,
including 12 Tony Awards.
The company that performed “The Producers” at
the Collins Center is called
Big League Productions.
They have performed shows
at the University of Maine
before, “The Music Man”
being the most recent.
“It is nice to get something a little different from
them. ‘The Music Man’ is a
classic, whereas ‘The Producers’ is considered to be
contemporary,” Danny Williams, executive director of
the Collins Center for the
Arts, said.
Williams is excited
about a new title to add to
the vast list of Broadway
shows the Collins Center
has hosted. He is also excited that Big League Productions put on the show.
“To be in this line of
work and produce national
Broadway tours, you can’t
be just so-so, you have to
know what you are doing,
and they know. Any national Broadway tour is

going to be a quality production, so I think that they
are bringing something we
have never seen before because it is exposing us to
something different and
something new and something that is really, really
good,” Williams said.
The acting company did
not respond to a request for
an interview, but students
at UMaine were just as excited as Williams about the
prospect of a new Broadway show to see on campus.
“It’s pretty cool. You
get a really great outside
experience that by seeing a
show can make you a very
well rounded person. It can
open your eyes to some cool
stuff,” Kirsten Richards,
a second-year theatre and
child development student,
said.
The Collins Center is
always trying to bring in
shows that encourage students to follow and pursue
their dreams.
“I have always wanted
to be on Broadway and seeing these shows warms my
heart and overwhelms me
with happiness,” Richards
said.

Nineteen years of celebrating women
composers at Women Composers Concert
Echo Turner
Contributor
The Women Composers
Concert took place at the
Collins Center for the Arts
on Monday, Nov. 2, marking the event’s 19th anniversary.
The organizer of the
event, Laura Artesani, has
been coordinating the concert since it began 19 years
ago. A pianist and guitarist herself, Artesani teaches the women and gender
studies course, Women and
Music, in the fall semesters

at the University of Maine.
“The Women Composers concert was organized
primarily to give students
enrolled in the class an
opportunity to hear live
performances of music
by women composers,”
Artesani said. “This is a
wonderful opportunity for
students to see and hear a
composer in action.”
Artesani graduated summa cum laude from Barrington College in Rhode
Island where she earned a
bachelor of music degree
in music education. She

then received her masters
of music degree at UMaine
before earning a doctorate
of musical arts from West
Virginia University.
Artesani has either written or co-authored articles
that appeared in the Journal for Music Teacher Education, the Orff Echo and
General Music Today. She
has taught at several institutions in Rhode Island and
Maine, according to the
School of Performing Arts
website. Now at UMaine,
this event provides a more
involved view of what her

class teaches.
Artesani finds musicians
to participate by informing
the Division of Music of
the date for the next concert as soon as she figures
out when it will be. Once
word gets out about the
date, she always gets a positive response from women
interested in participating
as performers or composers.
While the concert originally started as a supplement to Artesani’s classes,
it is now open for free to
UMaine students. There is

a small fee for the public
to attend. This event makes
female composers more accessible and known to the
public.
“Although there are
many more active women composers now than in
past generations, due to increased educational opportunities, it is still somewhat
of a rarity to hear works by
composers who happen to
be women,” Artesani said.
This concert showcases
the variety of music that
women write and perform,
including jazz, medieval,

contemporary and jazz
ensembles. This year the
female a capella group Renaissance performed, providing an additional layer
of talent to the stage.
Renaissance,
which
holds auditions primarily
in the fall, is a small group
formed from the larger organization University Singers, to which Artesani is a
piano accompanist.
Artesani has already
started planning for the
next Women Composers
Concert for next fall, for its
20th anniversary.

Non-Traditional
Zen Mindfulness
Student Week
meditation series
highlights (not-so) small brings unique form of
campus community relaxation to students
Josh Fabel
Contributor
This past week the
Non-Traditional
Student
Association (NSA) hosted
Non-Traditional
Student
Week. The week featured a
number of different events
open to the University of
Maine community in the
Commuter Lounge.
Advisor of the NSA and
Staff Associate of Student
Life, Barbara Smith, helped
start Non-Traditional Student Week almost a decade
ago. The week has come a
long way since then, offering events that are beneficial to the non-traditional
student population at UMaine.
“For non-traditional students, timing is of the essence, so we do a ‘Lunch
and Learn’ series where we
provide lunch and bring in
different resource people,”
Smith said.
The “Lunch and Learn”

series also featured discussions on important topics
that non-traditional students often need to keep in
mind, such as time-management and planning inexpensive meals. There
was also a “Bake Off,” in
which students brought in
homemade baked goods
to be judged by other university students, which
Smith mentioned is always
a big hit in the Commuter
Lounge.
“I think an event that I
always enjoy and get excited for is the Bake Off. It
engages all students and I
always think it is a friendly competition,” Jennifer
Brown, who is the currently the acting president of
the NSA, said.
This year the NSA is organizing two movie days
per semester, including
one that just happened this
past week as part of the
Non-Traditional
Student
Week.

The
organization’s
events have been planned
to accommodate non-traditional students’ and their
families’ lifestyles. The organization is set to receive
200 Men’s Hockey tickets
for one game this semester to allow non-traditional
students to sit with their
children or family members
at the game.
“You can get into the
game for free with your
student ticket, but if you
purchase a ticket for your
8-year-old daughter who
wants to go with you, her
ticket is in a different section,” Smith said. “So we
try to make one night of
the hockey game for nontrads.”
In past years the organization has only received 50
tickets, according to Smith.
With the non-traditional
student population growing
to roughly around 500 students, the NSA is an orgaSee Non-Traditional on A9

Josh Fabel
Contributor
Finding inner peace is
what some college students
need to help de-stress from
the burdens of school and
work. With this in mind,
the Zen Mindfulness Meditation series continued this
past week, with a session on
Tuesday, Nov. 3. A handful
of students interested in the
series attended the session
hosted by peace and reconciliation studies professor,
Hugh Curran.
Curran has been hosting
meditation sessions for almost 15 years. Throughout
that time, the meditation series has evolved to what it
is now. Up until two years
ago, the series was held in
the Drummond Chapel located in the Memorial Union,
but is now being held in the
Memorial Room. This is the
first year the meditation series has been given the name
“Zen Mindfulness.”

“Only this year that I’ve
called it Zen Mindfulness
to emphasis the mindfulness
part, even though in a way
all zen is mindfulness. Mindfulness is more of a practice
that people can absorb more
readily because it is just being more aware of the day
and mindful of others. It is
a practice of emphasizing
respect for the body, your
neighbors, friends and so on.
So Zen Mindfulness would
be the emphasis this time,”
Curran said.
The meditation sessions
have gained a following over
the years. About 12-15 students have shown interest
and have been attending the
series year after year. Yahya
Ahmed is a newcomer to the
handful of students who participate in Zen Mindfulness,
and has enjoyed his experience.
“I definitely recommend
the meditation sessions to
the UMaine community,”
Ahmed said.
Offering the medita-

tion to college students like
Ahmed has been beneficial
to their health, especially in
times where there are a lot
of distractions. Curran talked about how it was around
the time in his college years
that he first got interested in
meditation and wanted to
learn more about it. He deeply benefited from his fiveyear-term as a monk, living
in Japan and India as well as
working as an assistant at a
meditation center in Rochester, NY. Currently Curran is a
retreat leader at Morgan Bay
Zendo in Surry, Maine.
“I work on concentration meditation. It helps me
get my concentration. It is
very beneficial for what I
call deep concentration. Not
shallow concentration like
academic studies, but deeper on the sense of getting the
mind focussed on one particular topic and keeping it
there,” Curran said.
Curran hopes the UMaSee Zen on A9
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Ellie Goulding makes listen-

“Our Brand Is Crisis” is

Through the Grapevine:

ers delirious with “Delirium”

appropriately named

On Wednesdays we drink pink

Interscope Records

Josh Fabel
Contributor
Ellie Goulding released her new album,
“Delirium,” this past
Friday, Nov. 6. Goulding first rose to fame and
made a name for herself
back in 2011, during
which time she released
the single “Lights,”
which was an instant hit
on radio stations across
the U.S. and U.K.
Since then, Goulding
has released numerous
singles and collaborated with artists such as
Calvin Harris. Her music has been featured
in soundtracks, such
as MTV’s “Awkward,”
along with the films
“Divergent” and “Fifty
Shades of Grey.” With
all of this publicity in the
past few years, and her
sound on “Delirium,” it
has fans wondering —
has Goulding reached her
peak in the music world?
“Delirium” features
a tracklist of 16 songs,
with 22 songs on the
Deluxe Edition. Although there are plenty
of songs on the record,
one would think that the
entire album is just one
long song. Every song
on the record generally
follows the same structure Goulding has used
for years, and is now at
the point of irritation.
Her songs seem catchy
with electronic dance
music instrumentals and
repeating choruses, but
after the fifth song, the
album becomes rather
boring, and you can see
that Goulding’s songs
lack lyrical content.
For example, the intro track is nearly two
minutes of what sounds
like Goulding performing vocal warm-ups in
the recording booth.
One would think that she
would have done something more exciting with
her third studio album
to capture the listener’s
attention, but no, she
doesn’t fulfill her music
potential.
The lead single off
of the album, “Love Me
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CLike You Do,” came out
earlier this year to promote “Fifty Shades of
Grey.” The song sounded
nice and romantic in the
film, but a closer listen
reveals Goulding just repeats the song’s title multiple times in the chorus.
The same goes for Goulding’s other single, “On
My Mind.” These songs
sound great the first time
you hear them, but soon
they become useful only
as white noise for homework.
Listeners will soon realize how altered Goulding’s voice is on “Delirium.” Her voice is often
heavily distorted, and
it is evident there was a
lot done during the editing process to tweak her
voice, either for effect or
just correction. Although
this may work in the
electronic genre in which
Goulding is classified, it
has fans wondering what
Goulding will sound like
performing these songs in
a live setting.
“Delirium” is an album with great potential,
but in reality is a huge
disappointment. Its lack
of substance is borderline
depressing for original
fans. Goulding has created a generic electronic-pop album that gets old
quickly. I’m sure that the
songs on “Delirium” will
be great for remixing due
to their repetitive nature,
but when the original versions of the songs come
on the radio, I will most
likely switch to another
station.
Goulding is planning
on touring in Europe early next year to support
the release of “Delirium.” Hopefully her original fans do not find her
washed out at this point,
and she will still fill venues.

Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
Since Election Day was
this past week, it seems appropriate a movie based on
a national campaign would
coincide. George Clooney
and Grant Heslov’s film
“Our Brand Is Crisis,”
based on a documentary film of the same name,
depicts the pivotal final
days of the 2002 Bolivian
presidential election. Considered a box office bomb,
this movie is striking with
its promise of success and
a happy ending, but ultimately fails to live up to
audience expectations.
It is difficult to produce a script that focuses
entirely on a presidential
campaign happening in a
country not often noted for
its feisty candidates. And
when it comes to making
a movie about politics in
general, chronic boredom
is easy to come by.
Carrying most of the
weight is Sandra Bullock
as Jane Bodine, an unsentimental and driven political strategist hired in order
to help one of Bolivia’s
most unpopular candidates
achieve victory. Bullock
is known for being one of
Hollywood’s highest-paid
actresses and for bringing
movies up from the depths
of disappointment. However, her valiant effort does
not succeed in this film.
There are still too many
flaws.
“Our Brand is Crisis”
is best described as a mix
of political drama, a few
comedic elements and
a lot of turmoil. This is
difficult to achieve, since
strong movies generally do not mix genre extremes. Viewers want and
have always wanted “one
or the other.” While there
were some light-hearted
moments, it was mostly a
heart-pounding dramatization of a stressful event,
therefore the comedy was
is inappropriate and unwarranted.
The developing narrative of Bodine’s relationship with her nemesis
Pat Candy, an opposing
campaign leader played

RATING

C+
by Billy Bob Thornton, is
unequivocally the most interesting development of
the plot. Bodine and Candy are constantly in conflict and one-up each other
in order to gain the advantage. A certain degree of
indecency also keeps the
relationship stirring.
When you have worked
in the movie industry for
as long as movie notables
Bullock or producer Clooney, or even director David Gordon Green — who
is not known for any hits
— you may see this as a
title you would want to
erase from your resume.
And you should, honestly. What “Our Brand Is
Crisis” severely lacks is
ingenuity. What audience
members receive is an
adapted story that is stolen
from popular television
political dramas that repeat a candidate’s need for
nitty-gritty details about
their opponent and punches below the belt. When
any action comes along,
like an incredibly misplaced bus scene, it seems
forced and somewhat disturbing.
On a side note, what
this movie does well is
give depth to the realm
of campaigning. In any
country, it’s a dirty business to be involved with.
It shows what measures
campaign strategists are
willing to take to find personal details about their
opponents. Bodine makes
the battle personal since it
is revealed that Candy has
beaten her many times before. Bodine digs up every
last detail about Candy’s
candidate. This strongly
alludes to how campaigns
operate today around the
globe.
Read the rest of the
review at mainecampus.

Alan Bennett
Culture Editor

Editor’s note:
“Through the
Grapevine” is a
semi-regular wine
review where I
discuss all things on
the topic of different
affordable wines.
“Oh no, I’m turning into
my mother,” I thought, as I
stood in the store holding a
bottle of pink wine.
And not just any pink
wine, no. This bottle was
fuschia. Normally I would
walk past bottles that remind me of the porchlights
of the Red Light District.
However, I figured that, at
this point, I’ve reviewed
both a white and a red, so
I should cover all my bases. I swallowed my pride
and purchased a bottle of
Broadbent vinho verde
rose.
Vinho verde is unique.
Most wines are named after their respective grape
varietals — cabernet sauvignon, pinot gris, riesling
— but vinho verde is not
a grape varietal. Rather,
the style of wine known as
vinho verde comes from a
region of the same name
in northwest Portugal, and
the grapes used in the wine
may vary. The wine’s name
translates from Portuguese
to “green wine,” or “young
wine,” for its grapes are
typically harvested early. Most vinho verdes are
light, crisp, fruity and low
in alcohol, thanks to their
early harvest.
This wine has deep familial connections. The
wine’s beautiful label is
adorned with a bright red,
painted rose against a
white backdrop. The back
label says the rose was
painted by the importer,
Bartholomew Broadbent’s,
niece, Alice — a reminder of how deeply cultural
wine can be.
But wine can also be
deeply deceptive. Opening
the bottle — a twist-off,
bless their souls — an overwhelming aroma of honey
and florals reminiscent of
springtime flowers, which

RATING

C
is beyond off-putting (and
completely inappropriate)
in November, hits the nose.
At first whiff, it is assumed
this wine will be cloyingly
sweet.
And sweet it was, with
dominant flavors of strawberries and lemons taking
precedence. A much-welcomed tartness of apples
cuts through the saccharine
complexion, but not nearly
enough to balance the glass.
Mostly, the wine lacks
body. It’s incredibly light,
a desirable quality in some
instances, but lacks a significant mouthfeel. In my
review of Gnarly Head’s
cabernet sauvignon, I mentioned that wine lacked solid tannins but retained its
strength. Broadbent’s vinho verde rose, on the other
hand, does in fact taste like
grape juice.
It’s hard to find food to
pair well with a wine like
this. A wine this sweet requires salt and umami flavors in addition to lighter
fare. Pair with smoked fish,
like salmon; light pastas
with vegetables and citrus;
good parmesan cheese; and
Asian dishes.
This wine’s biggest fault
is its lack of personality.
With this wine it’s almost as
if the first date was okay, but
just okay, and you can’t envision a second. I couldn’t
talk with this wine; the conversation was forced. And,
although I truly want to see
myself pouring a glass of
this rose, turning on reruns
of “Sex and the City” and
asking myself if I’m a Carrie or a Samantha, I likely
won’t be anytime soon.
Broadbent vinho verde
rose is available at The
Store Ampersand in Orono
for $8.99 for a 750-milliliter bottle. If you enjoy
sweet wines, this is the one
for you. If you don’t, keep
shopping.

A Mainer Abroad: The little things
Stephen Roberts
Contributor
When I moved to Ottawa
I knew that the entire country was feeling a sense of
uncertainty, but after seeing
the newest Canadian Prime
Minister, Justin Trudeau, at
his swearing-in ceremony last
Wednesday, Nov. 4, the sense

of unease was replaced with
excitement. The swearing-in
ceremony took place at the
residence for the Governor
General of Canada, David
Johnston. A Governor General is the representative of the
British monarchy, and it is he
or she who accepts new laws,
parliaments and calls for elections.

The palace had humble
beginnings as a villa for a
wealthy Scottish businessman
in 1817; later it was expanded to nearly 102,000 square
feet all constructed of limestone in a Renaissance revival
style. There were 3,500 of us
standing outside on the long
winding tarmac path waiting
for the Cabinet to walk past us,

take their oaths and swear allegiance to Queen Elizabeth II.
Bulky
LCD
displays
broadcasted the ceremony to
us waiting outside the hall.
Strangely enough, the crowd
laughed as the francophone
cabinet ministers pronounced
“heirs” as “hairs.” Then there
was the pen that didn’t write,
so the whole thing had to be

paused 20 seconds as someone
scrambled to find a ballpoint
pen. There was free hot chocolate, and it felt more like a state
fair than it did an inauguration.
I even made a couple friends:
One from Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory and another from
North Bay, Ontario. They had
both travelled further to Ottawa than I had back in August.

My mother, grandmother
and younger sister all came up
for the weekend. My grandmother hadn’t really been to a
city before coming to Ottawa.
She wasn’t used to the beggars, the homeless people, the
fast living and the even faster
buses. Crossing the street beSee Abroad on A9
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to center stage:

UMaine actors, crew bring
“The Cherry Orchard” to life

The University of Maine School of Performing Arts presents Anton Chekhov’s classic, “The Cherry Orchard,” on Nov. 6 and 7.

Chloe Dyer
Staff Writer
On Friday, Nov. 6, Hauck
Auditorium was filled with
playgoers, eager to see the
University of Maine School
of Performing Arts’ rendition
of Anton Chekhov’s 1904
play, “The Cherry Orchard.”
Complete with intricate
details including real cherry
trees, a backdrop painting of
a cherry orchard, a slanted
stage and an angled ramp —
in addition to antique Victorian furniture and costumes
— the stage was perfectly
set.
Dan Bilodeau, chair of

the Division of Theatre and
Dance at UMaine, designed
the set for the play. He has
been the scenic designer for
past plays at UMaine. Bilodeau explained that with designing sets, the basic shell
model is always the same.
He uses dioramas to create
intricate details of what the
set should look like, and typically starts working on the
fall play’s set in August.
“It is usually in the last
week that the play comes together, once you add the costumes, lighting, and sound to
the set,” Bilodeau said.
Actors started auditioning for the play on Sept. 9.

The cast is comprised of 16
actors from UMaine.
Bilodeau explained that
the week before the play, on a
Saturday, the whole cast and
technicians came together
for a “work haul” day, where
everyone works on touching
up the set.
“It is kind of a massive
operation,” Bilodeau added.
Bilodeau has been at the
university since 2008, and
previously attended graduate
school for scenic design. He
studied theater as an undergraduate, and always had a
tendency toward being a theater technician rather than an
actor.

Students celebrate
cultural heritage at
annual Culturefest
Nathaniel Trask
Contributor
The University of Maine
Office of International Programs and the International
Student Association celebrated the 28th annual Culturefest at the New Balance
Student Recreation Center
last Saturday, Nov. 7.
Around 35 exhibits featured student groups like the
German Club, The Muslim
Student Association and the
African Student Association,
as well as student representatives from countries such
as the United Arab Emirates,
Vietnam and Russia. Representatives of the United
States even had their own
table.
“Culturefest is our biggest
event of the year,” Sayoko
Mori, coordinator of International Programming and
Outreach, said.
Many of the exhibitions
promoted student language
literacy, study abroad options and cultural heritage
for the many countries that

were represented. International volunteers wore clothing from their country of
origin and allowed visitors
to try some on. Many had examples of famous artifacts,
other items or people related
to their culture and maps of
their country.
“We have a lot of international and domestic students
volunteering,” Orlina Boteva, the director of International Programs, said.
The Office of International Programs works to
promote international studies
at the University of Maine for
those who live abroad, but
also works with current students pursuing study abroad
opportunities. According to
their website, students can
choose from more than 700
study abroad programs and
can apply for scholarships.
“[Culturefest] promotes
the diversity of campus and
provides the community with
a chance to see the different
cultures,” Mireille Le Gal, an
international student advisor,
said.

“The most interesting
things about Australia are
our animals and our landscape,” Kristy Stocks, a native Australian and a thirdyear elementary education
student, said.
Other than the exhibition area, participants were
able to view many dances,
demonstrations and musical
performances from native
cultures and eat foods from
around the world. Some student representatives even had
dishes to try at their booths.
Jamaican, Japanese and
South Korean cuisine were
popular among many of the
participants.
The performance stage
featured 12 presenters and
performers. The performances included a Japanese traditional dance, a hip-hop dance
and an opera display.
According to the International Programs office,
there are 555 international
students attending UMaine
this year, representing 70
See Festival on A9

“I designed corporate
theater for three years, then
went back to teaching and
my roots of theater design,”
Bilodeau said.
Nicole Felix, a second-year student at UMaine, was stage manager for
the play. A theater student,
she auditioned for the play
at first, but was not offered
a role. She later was offered
the position of stage manager, a position she never had
before this year.
“I like to be a well-rounded actor,” Felix said of her
decision to become stage
manager.
Felix has previously

Sze Wing Wong, Contributor

worked backstage as a choreographer, make-up artist,
props master, hair artist and
assistant stage manager. She
has also acted in “Love’s Labour’s Lost,” “Little Shop of
Horrors” and “Villain Cabaret.”
“It really opened my eyes
into how much goes into a
show and how much a stage
manager does,” Felix added.
Felix explained that as
stage manager, she attended
every rehearsal, wrote down
all the blocking (stage movements and directions) for
actors, and helped the director, Marcia Douglas. During
the show, Felix worked with

“It started with
headbands.”
UMaine student starts own
business

Kate Berry
Staff Writer
A fourth-year University
of Maine marketing student
has turned her hobby into a
business.
Jamie Rowe started knitting and sewing when she
was a child. Her grandmother
was always into crafting and
introduced Rowe to the world
of knitting. It turned into one
of her favorite hobbies. After
taking a break from knitting
in her teens, her grandmother
passed away and handed
down her sewing machine.
“It was the Cadillac of
sewing machines,” Rowe
said. “So I thought I’d try to
make something and I picked
it up again.”
It started with headbands
— a lot of headbands.
“I can personally only
have so many headbands,”
Rowe said. “My friends suggested that I make some for
them and then it got to the
point where they said that I
should sell them.”
Rowe decided to try her

hand at Etsy, an e-commerce
website where designers can
sell their handmade items
and supplies from their own
home. In her first year, she
didn’t make any sales. Although discouraged, she persevered and continued trying
to sell on Etsy.
The next year, she completely sold out.
Now, Rowe has her own
website, www.jcrcustomdesign.com. Rowe’s boyfriend
sparked the idea of creating a
website for the business and
helped her create it. The site
features pillowcases, makeup bags, headbands, scarves
and hats. For custom orders,
there is a designated section
for whatever the customer
specifically wants. Rowe
makes sure the customer will
be completely satisfied.
“When it comes to quality
I am a control freak,” Rowe
said. “If I mess up on one
little stitch, then I’ll take the
whole thing apart and redo it.
If someone is going to buy itSee Business on A9

sound and lighting, and kept
contact with the back stage.
“I am kind of the voice to
all the other branches,” Felix
added.
Felix agreed with Bilodeau that the play does not
start really coming together
until the final week. Felix
explained that the set started
really coming together with
the addition of the ramp and
the platform. Additionally,
she said that it changed everything to see the actors
perform in costume.
“It was mind boggling to
see how far the show has reSee Orchard on A9

go!
What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week

Thursday, Nov. 12
Gay Thanksgiving
Potluck Dinner
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
North Pod,
Memorial Union
Free
Emerging Works
Dance Recital
7:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m.
Minsky Recital
Hall
Free with student
MaineCard
The Cherry
Orchard
7:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m.
Hauck Auditorium

Sports
Men’S Hockey
Black Bears blanked by BC
Eagles goaltender
Thatcher Demko shut out
Maine in two games

B5
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UMAINE RESULTS

11/6 Men’s Hockey at Boston College
Women’s Hockey vs. Northeastern
11/7 Football vs. Towson
11/8 Field Hockey at Albany
Men’s Ice Hockey at Boston College
Women’s Basketball vs. Stonehill

Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss
Win

3-0
3-1
10-7
2-0
2-0
77-58

Women’S Hockey
The Reichenbach’s
A look at the atmosphere
the Reichenbach’s have
built for women’s hockey

B3

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4

Men’s basketball tops Husson in exhibition
Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
men’s basketball team
defeated the DIII Husson
Eagles by a score of 9379 in their final exhibition
game on Saturday at the
Cross Insurance Center
in Bangor. Maine was
shorthanded in this contest,
missing a few starters and
veteran leaders, but this
allowed the opportunity
for the younger players to
play a lot of minutes and
obtain valuable in-game
experience.
The Black Bears line up
rotation consisted of all
freshman and sophomores
for the entire game, aside
from third-year guard Troy
Reid-Knight and fourthyear center Till Gloger.
“I hope it’s a good
learning experience for
our young guys, that’s
why we want to play
good, competitive teams.
Husson is going to come
out and attack us and try
to beat us. They win a
lot of games every year,”
UMaine Head Coach Bob
Walsh said.
Maine didn’t exactly
come out of the gates as
they hoped to. They got
off to a relatively slow
start and couldn’t extend
the lead to double digits

throughout the first half.
It was a tightly contested
contest with a score of 4338 heading into halftime.
The Black Bears came
out steaming hot in the
second half, connecting
on two three-pointers in
the first minute pushing
their lead from five to
11 in the blink of an
eye. Once Maine got a
comfortable lead their
offensive rhythm started
to flow nicely. The ball
started spreading around
the floor beautifully and
the defense tightened
up, allowing Maine to
run and gun and take
advantage of fast break
opportunities. The Eagles
looked exhausted but had
no quit in them, coming at
the Black Bears physically
all game, applying great
half court pressure and
forcing multiple turnovers
and errors.
Despite
the
win,
Walsh was disappointed
with the way his team
performed on Saturday,
as he was expecting more
collectively
from
his
Black Bear squad.
“This was pretty out
of character today for this
group from what I’ve seen
so far. The way we practice,
the way we go after each
other and compete against
one another everyday;

UMaine forward Issac Vann (middle), dunks on Husson forward Eli Itkin (left) in their matchup at
the Cross Insurance Center in Bangor on Saturday.

now we’re in a game and
we sort of had a casual
approach,” Walsh said.
Third-year guard Troy
Reid-Knight played a
great game for the Black
Bears contributing 17
points on 6-of-11 shooting
and two assists. He was
displeased in the winning
effort as well.
“Based off today we

wouldn’t be ready for any
game. Monday is a new
day and we will bring
that energy that we have
been all preseason,” ReidKnight said.
Maine may have felt
like they underachieved in
their last preseason tune
up, however there were
some positive signs for the
Black Bears. First-year

forward Issac Vann looked
unbelievable, going for 22
points and 16 rebounds. He
also recorded two blocks
and two steals, showing he
is reliable on both ends of
the floor. Gloger went off
for Maine with 22 points
and nine rebounds, as well
as showing off his range
cashing in both three point
shots he attempted.

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

Once the Black Bears
gets their entire roster
back to full strength,
they are going to be
loaded with size, talent
and youth. Maine travels
to Connecticut to tipoff regular season action
on Nov. 13 at 7 p.m. at
University of Connecticut
to play the 2014 National
Champion Huskies.

Field Hockey falls to Albany in America East
tournament finale, hopeful for at-large bid
Timothy Rocha
Contributor
Maine Field Hockey
Beats California 2-1 in
Overtime
With a crucial game
winning score in overtime,
fourth-year forward Nicole
Sevey lifted the University
of Maine field hockey team
to a 2-1 win against the
University of California
on Friday. The matchup
marked the first round of
the America East playoffs
and with the win, the Black
Bears broke their school’s
record for most wins in a
season with 18.
California
stumbled
into the match riding a
five game losing streak,
and they struggled to turn
things around early in the
game. On the other hand,
Maine entered the game
as the No. 19 nationally
ranked team, having been
demoted one spot from
their previous ranking of
No. 18.
Though
they
lost,

California
had
some
positive takeaways from
the game. Second-year
goalkeeper Kori Griswold
put
up
a
statement
performance in the goal,
collecting 11 saves against
a high-pressure team like
Maine.
At the start of the game,
Maine had no shortage of
chances to put points on
the board rapidly. Firing
off 14 shots throughout
the half, along with 10
penalty corners, the Black
Bears tried to get an early
advantage. Despite their
constant pressure and
extended possession of the
ball, the Black Bears could
not get past Griswold, as
she made eight early saves
while stopping anything
that came her direction.
The first half ended with
the score knotted at zero.
The second half felt
like a different game when
California put a point on
the board 30 seconds in.
Rebounding from their
weak performance early
on, second-year forward

Alie Zimmer sent the
ball from the far post to
first-year forward Janaye
Sakkas
who
nudged
the ball into an empty
net, while second-year
goalkeeper Emily Corbett
was out of position. The
goal gave California the
first 1-0 advantage of the
game.
Facing the possibility of
being shutout for the first
time since September, the
Black Bears kept calm and
found the net with less than
three minutes left in the
game. On a penalty corner
shot, third-year midfielder
Sydney Veljacic fired a
pass that finally got behind
Griswold, tying the game
up and forcing overtime.
With the game on the
line, the Black Bears knew
what to do, as they wasted
no time winning the
game. An errant pass near
California’s goal led to a
recovered ball by Sevey,
who without any help, shot
the ball straight down the
middle of the goal to give
Maine the game winning

score and to preserve the
2-1 win.
At the end of the game
it was clear why the
Black Bears won. They
managed to take 13 shots
on the goal, generating
enough pressure to get past
Griswold twice. One the
other side, California only
had one shot on the goal
during the entire game.
The much-needed win
helped advance Maine
to the semi-finals in the
America East playoffs.
Maine Field Hockey
Advances to Championship
Game
Lightning struck twice
on Saturday afternoon, as
the Maine field hockey
team won their second
overtime game 2-1 against
Stanford
during
the
America East playoffs.
With the game tied in
the early minutes of a
heart pounding overtime
period, third-year forward
Danielle Aviani shined
with a game-winning goal
to launch the Black Bears
full speed into the America

East Championship.
The 13th nationally
ranked Stanford team
did
everything
they
could to get the victory.
They outshot the No. 19
ranked Maine 21-4 in the
showdown, and generated
constant pressure. Though
they played very well at
times, they let one simple
mistake in overtime end
their season.
The game started with
Stanford clicking on all
cylinders. Deep into the
first half, second-year
forward Katie Keyser put
the first point on the board
when she beat second-year
goalkeeper Emily Corbett.
The goal gave Stanford
the 1-0 advantage, and
gave them momentum as
they continued their highoctane assault. Despite
giving up the goal, Corbett
managed to grab six
critical saves to help keep
the Black Bears from being
buried early.
For the second time
during
the
playoff
weekend, Maine failed to

put any points on the board
in the first half, as they
only took one shot which
failed to meet the net.
The Black Bears entered
halftime looking for a
spark, down by one, but by
no means out of the game.
A different half brought
the same results at first as
Stanford again dominated,
shooting seven shots versus
Maine’s two. Though they
generated tons of pressure,
second-year
goalkeeper
Emma Cochran stopped
four shots, keeping Maine
afloat.
Midway through the
second half, the Black
Bears got the spark they
desperately needed in
the form of a score. On a
penalty corner attempt,
first-year midfielder Libby
Riedl and fourth-year back
Nicole Sevey set the ball
for fourth-year forward
Katie Bingle, who shot
a bullet past fourth-year
goalkeeper Dulcie Davies,
tying the game up at 1-1
See Field Hockey on B2

Bangor Savings Bank helping develop young
leaders through women’s basketball program
Timothy Rocha
Contributor
Last
season,
the
University
of
Maine
women’s basketball team
made a big impact on the
court, but this year the team
has received recognition
for their role outside of
the game. Bangor Savings

Bank announced earlier this
month that it has signed a
three-year title sponsorship
with the women’s basketball
team, extending a hand of
community partnership to
help inspire youth across
Maine to get involved with
athletics.
For Bangor Savings
Bank, the decision to partner

up with the highly successful
women’s basketball program
was an easy one to make.
With similar values and
goals from each side, the
partnership was a perfect
opportunity.
“The Bangor Savings
Bank has been a long time
supporter of all UMaine
athletics,” Stacey Haskell,

vice president of marketing
and community relations at
Bangor Savings Bank, said.
“When we were presented
with the women’s basketball
program, it felt like it was a
good fit for the bank and our
commitment in developing
young leaders, especially
women.”
The sponsorship has

simple, yet fundamental goals
in mind — to build young
leaders with athletes while
also helping to give back to
the community by promoting
youth
participation
in
athletics throughout the state
of Maine.
“Giving back to Maine’s
communities is an essential
part of who we are and

this is just another way of
reinforcing our commitment
to Maine and the University,”
Haskell said.
To help strengthen the
community, the sponsorship
will host special events such
as free youth clinics that
will be directed by students
See Sponsorship on B3
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and forcing overtime.
In overtime, Stanford
once again found ways to
test Maine’s goal. They got
off four quick shots, with
one being a potential game
winner from fourth-year
Lauren Becker on an open
net, which was saved by
Bingle on a key defensive
save.
Though Maine didn’t
generate many scoring
opportunities, they found
ways to make the most of
their few chances. With
an open net and the ball in
their possession, the Black
Bears knew what to do.
Aviani used her signature
speed and agility to
breakaway from Stanford’s
defenders, and with a pass
into an empty net she
propelled the Black Bears
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The Maine Campus
to victory.
The win sends the Black
Bears into the America
East Championship for
the first time since 2006
where they get to face the
University at Albany for a
third time this season.
Albany Wins America
East Championship, Shuts
out Maine 2-0
In the biggest game of
the season, the University
at Albany field hockey
team stepped up and
shutout Maine 2-0 on
Sunday in the America East
Championship,
booking
their trip to the NCAA
tournament. The home win
gives Albany their second
straight America East title.
With the victory Albany
now vaults up to a 19-2
overall record, while the
Black Bears walk away
with a 19-4 record, with
two of their losses coming
from Albany.

Riding two straight
overtime victories, the No.
19 nationally ranked Maine
looked strong heading into
the matchup. On the other
side, the No. 8 nationally
ranked Albany marched
into the game coming off
a shutout victory against
University of the Pacific.
The
Great
Danes
received a stroke of luck
midway through the first
half, putting them onto
the board first. This came
in the form of a penalty
stroke
where
secondyear goalkeeper Emma
Cochran faced the toughest
challenge for any goalie,
stopping star third-year
midfielder Paula Heuser.
On the play, Heuser snuck
the ball into the corner of
the box, earning her 33rd
goal of the season, and
giving Albany the 1-0 lead.
Minutes later, Heuser
again gave the Black

Bears
nightmares
by
weaving through defenders
and getting a shot off at
Maine’s goal. Rushing at
the ball, Cochran made
a key diving save as
she played aggressively
forcing Heuser to make a
quick shot that failed to hit
the net.
With three and a half
minutes left in the half,
Cochran’s aggressive play
style hurt the Black Bears.
Though
she
snagged
three saves, at times she
left the goal wide open,
and second-year forward
Kelsey Briddell found
a way to exploit that
weakness. She hit a quick
shot into the box when
Cochran dived too early,
raising Albany’s lead to
2-0 heading into halftime.
The Black Bears went
into the second half without
any points for the third time
during the weekend. Their

passive play style got them
wins against Stanford and
California, but they needed
to play more forceful
against Albany. Trailing by
two, the Black Bears made
a change in goal. Secondyear goalkeeper Emily
Corbett took over and
helped Maine’s defense
hold Albany out of the box
for the remainder of the
game.
There was a sense of
urgency for the Black
Bears at the start of the
second half. They needed
to get the ball to either of
their top scorers, thirdyear midfielder Sydney
Veljacic
or
third-year
forward Danielle Aviani,
but Albany maintained
possession of the ball. The
exhaustion and fatigue
of three consecutive road
playoff games looked
apparent for the Black
Bears, as they seemed to

be giving the ball away too
easily.
With less than seven
minutes left to play,
Maine forced a must-score
penalty corner. During the
attempt, first-year back
Samantha Wagg took a
powerful shot at third-year
goalkeeper Maxi Primus,
who made a game-ending
save, crushing the Black
Bear’s hope of a late
comeback and sealing the
2-0 win.
Moving
forward,
the Black Bears are
ranked 17th in the RPI
poll, though their wins
against California and
Stanford may move them
forward and put them into
consideration to receive
an invitation to the NCAA
tournament. If the Black
Bears make it into the
tournament, there’s no
limit to how far they could
go.
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Huskies win sixth
straight, defeat
Maine 3-1

Maine’s Emilie Brigham (right) goes head to head against
Northeastern’s Heather Mottau (left) on Friday.

Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
The Maine women’s
ice hockey team outplayed
their opponent in the
Northeastern Huskies, but
could not manage to get the
win at the Alfond Friday
night. The Huskies found
ways to win despite missing
their two top scorers to
European tournaments.
The Huskies got goals
from first-year defenseman
Maddie Hartman on the
power play in the first
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period and another from
second-year defenseman
Ainsley MacMillan in
the second. second-year
forward Christina Zalewski
scored the Huskies third
goal in the final frame.
Maine had their single
goal from second-year
forward Brooke Stacey.
With the goal, Stacey adds
to her scoring streaks;
scoring at least one goal
in her last five games, and
has at least a point in her
last six.
Maine did outshoot the

Maggie Gautrau, Staff

Huskies 34-22 and would
get four chances on the
power play, but could not
convert. Despite being
outshot,
Northeastern
mangled to go 1-3 on the
man advantage.
Goaltending and defense
was the main theme of the
game, both sides playing
physical and solid defense
to keep their opponent to
the perimeter.
Maine
fifth-year
goaltender
Meghann
See W. Hockey on B5

Basketball Season
Is Back – Finally!
Anna Heise
Contributor
The last few months
have
been
extremely
busy with conditioning
workouts,
lifting,
basketball practices and
of course: classes.
We
added
three
tremendous new players
to our program, Isabel
Hernandez Pepe from
Italy, Maddy McVicar
from Calais, Maine and
Tanesha
Sutton
from
Philadelphia. All three of
them are already making
a difference in our team.
Unfortunately Tanesha is
a transfer from Duquesne
University, which means
she won’t be eligible for
this season. Nevertheless
the work ethic and
intensity she brings to
every practice helps us
immensely.
Besides the three new
players, we also have two
new faces on the coaching
staff. Edniesha Curry
and Mallory Benard are
helping us to get closer
to our goals every single
day. While Coach Eddy
is mainly focused on
skill work, Coach Mal
makes sure we are one of
the fastest and strongest
teams in the America East
— and the team with the
best running mechanics.
After a long preseason,

Friday couldn’t come fast
enough. It felt like an
eternity since we had our
last game and everybody
in our team was literally
counting down the hours
until it was finally time to
kick off the new season.
We left campus on
Friday around 1 p.m. to
make our way down to
University of Southern
Maine in Gorham, where
we would face Vanguard
University.
We arrived two hours
before
tip-off,
which
allowed us to have a
shoot-around
before
the actual warm-up was
about to start. We used
the time to go over their
plays again and refreshed
our memories in how we
planned to defend all their
sets, before going over
our own plays one last
time.
Before every game
Coach Barron gives us a
few key points that are
going to be essential for
the game. In Vanguard’s
case those key points were
boxing out, not allowing
second-chance points and
defending the ball screens
well.
All in all I would say
we did well on the ball
screens, but we could have
done a much better stop
controlling the boards.
We gave up way too many

offensive rebounds.
We started into the
game with a 7-2 run and
came out with a lot of
energy, something we
talked about over and
over in practice. Liz
Wood scored the first
three points to officially
start the new season.
We went into halftime
with a score of 29-16. Sigi
Koizar, who scored 16 out
of her 21 points in the
second quarter, paced the
team. Let that sink in —
16 points in 10 minutes.
Amazing, isn’t it?
The
third
quarter
was probably when we
played some of our best
basketball and outscored
Vanguard
23-12.
We
were up by as much as 23
points.
Vanguard
is
an
extremely good team that
never stopped fighting
and cut our advantage
down to eight late in the
fourth quarter. Luckily,
Sheraton Jones stepped up
with scoring five straight
points and sealed the 7055 victory.
We still have a lot
to work on, but it felt
great to start the season
off with a win. Our next
game is scheduled on
Sunday against Stonehill,
before we start our nonconference schedule on
Nov.13 against Harvard.

Teammates for Life: The couple behind
Maine women’s hockey family
Michael Schuman
Staff Writer
The rush of practice had long
since ended, but the University
of Maine women’s ice hockey
coaching staff remained out on
the ice. Head Coach Richard
Reichenbach along with the
team’s two assistant coaches,
his wife Sara Reichenbach and
Kendall Newell, were putting
the finishing touches on a long
day’s work.
Suddenly, out of the tunnel
came third-year forward Abby
Cook.
“Mia is walking!” was all
that Cook said, proudly telling
the Reichenbach’s that their
daughter had taken her first
steps in the locker room.
For many hockey teams, this
would not be something that
would ever be heard at the rink,
but for the Black Bears, this is
a common occurrence. They
are more of a family than most
teams can claim, and it all starts
with the family at the top.
The Fam Jam
The Reichenbach’s and
Newell, known to each other
as “The Fam Jam,” must have
balance between the family
they have created on the ice and
the family they have created at

Sponsorship
from B1

in the women’s basketball
program and the “Bangor
Savings Bank Ball Kids
Program” which will offer
free t-shirts to girls who
serve as ball girls at any
of the women’s basketball
games. In addition, the bank
will provide game tickets
to certain local nonprofit
organizations, helping youth
attend their games.
“[We want] to be able to
reach youth in the Bangor
community,
with
our
women’s basketball team,
to serve as teachers and role
models and give those young
girls and boys somebody to
look up to, somebody they’d
want to be like and pursue
an education in college

home.
Most of the time, they are
very much the same, but it was
not always that way.
Before coming to UMaine,
both Sara Reichenbach and
Richard Reichenbach had
various different coaching jobs,
both playing hockey at a high
level beforehand.
Richard Reichenbach was
a defenseman at Hamilton
College, and played for
one season in the Southern
Professional Hockey League
before deciding to hang up his
skates to pursue his master’s
degree at Cortland.
While at Hamilton, Richard
Reichenbach was coached
by school legend Phil Grady,
and picked up some coaching
philosophies along the way that
he would eventually implement
on his own team, even though
he never had any intentions of
coaching.
“He was very disciplined,
hard work, no excuses type of
guy, and he did a very remarkable
job with the mental training and
developing a specific culture
that he wanted to implement,”
Richard Reichenbach said.
Sara Reichenbach had a
much different experience,
playing on boys teams until

she was 18. After that, she
followed up a stint at Hebron
Academy with a four-year run
at St. Lawrence, where her
team made two frozen four
appearances in four years.
For Sara Reichenbach,
coaching was always in the
cards, unlike her husband. She
assisted with hockey camps
alongside college coaches after
her freshman season, and knew
right away that coaching was for
her.
That would be how the two
would meet for the first time.
Both were working as
assistant coaches, Richard
Reichenbach for Cortland
and Sara Reichenbach for
Dartmouth. They ended up
at the same tournament, the
Stoney Creek Tournament in
Toronto, Canada.
They literally ran into each
other for the first time on the
first day of the tournament, in a
break room for the coaches.
“She was doing that little
dance you do when you’re
in someone’s way,” Richard
Reichenbach said with a smile,
producing a giggle from his
wife. “We did that three times
that morning.”
Eventually that led to
watching the games together,

and the exchange of phone
numbers followed. They began
a long distance relationship,
meeting while recruiting here
and there.
They were eventually
reunited when Sara Reichenbach
rejoined the coaching staff at
Maine after leaving Maine in
2009 for a three-year assignment
at Dartmouth.
“Well, obviously I came back
for love,” Sara Reichenbach said
looking over at her husband,
who had been working at Maine
for three years when she joined
the staff. “Coming back to a
place where I felt at home, it
was a no brainer…Ricky was
a big part of it but I came back
because this is where I belong.”
After a few years, the
Reichenbach’s became the
team’s coaching leadership, and
began to develop the program
into the tight-knit group they are
today.
A Family Program
Trust. Honesty. Loyalty.
Passion and dedication.
These are some of the core
values that the players and
coaches cherish and weave into
the fabric of the Maine hockey
experience.
For Richard Reichenbach,
family was always a part of

his hockey culture, while
Sara Reichenbach’s familial
experience came from having a
large family growing up.
“I think family for me was
a large part of my playing
experience. Although was a
very different approach, it was
a theme and that’s what made
it so special for me,” Richard
Reichenbach said.
“I don’t think I’ve been
on a team that is this family
oriented,” Sara Reichenbach
added. “I think I got my family
thing from my family. I have a
pretty big family; a lot of love, a
lot of support.”
Newell adds another layer
to the program’s coaching
staff, and according to the
Reichenbach’s, has gone all-in
on the philosophy.
“Kendall [Newell] gives us
legitimacy. Otherwise we’re just
the weird couple who coaches
the team,” Richard Reichenbach
said.
That “weird couple” had
to put in some serious work to
cultivate the culture they have
now. Initially, it meant breaking
down the typical player-coach
relationship.
“There is family, but a hockey
family is very different in the
culture of hockey. We really had

to break that down and rethink
people,” Richard Reichenbach
said on his program’s origins. “It
gets easier every year because
the upperclassmen, are like ‘we
love this, this is how we want it
to be, and the freshman know
this is how it is.’”
Since trust and honesty
are a couple of the program’s
key values, the Reichenbach’s
began to have dozens of
individual meetings a day, to
get the players comfortable with
talking to them.
“It’s the communication and
the trust that we have for each
other,” Richard Reichenbach
said. “The more information the
players and coaches have it’s
better for our goals and program
but it also creates that family
atmosphere.”
This open communication
has allowed the coaches to be
themselves around the players
and vice versa, which allows
everyone to be themselves.
“We want our kids to know
who we are and appreciate who
we are as people just as much
as coaches. That’s a unique
atmosphere and it’s special,”
Sara Reichenbach said.
“[The players] are able to

and maybe pursue sports,”
University of Maine Athletic
Director Karlton Creech
said.
Though
the
specific
contract details are private,
the bank will be making
a
significant
financial
commitment to the team,
while also donating to
the program in the form
of a season-long scoring
challenge,
giving
the
program two dollars for
every point they score this
season. Aside from that, the
agreement is very typical for
an athletic partnership.
“It’s a pretty standard
sponsorship deal so it will
include advertising elements,
it will include event elements
like we saw with the youth
clinic, it will include radio
advertising
and
game
advertising,” Creech said.

For a long time, the
bank expressed interest in a
possible partnership with the
program, but it took some
time for the exact details
and agreements to become
a reality. In addition, Head
Coach Richard Barron’s role
in rebuilding the program
back to greatness helped
make the partnership more
desirable.
“It
doesn’t
happen
quickly, typically deals of
this nature and magnitude
are multi-year processes,”
Creech said.
The team has become
quiet heroes off the court,
with much of their impact
on the community going
unnoticed.
With
this
sponsorship, the team finally
gets the recognition it has
long deserved.
“Well it means that people

are going to see the work
that we’re doing, especially
the hard work the staff and
the kids are doing on a daily
basis,” Barron said. “We’re
very grateful that people are
noticing that, it certainly is
gratifying to have people
say that what you’re doing is
important and that they want
to be a part of it.”
Though, at the end of
the day, the most significant
aspect of this partnership is
the importance of it. This is
a way for the community to
come together and for kids
to find role models while
pursuing their dreams, and
in that sense, everyone
comes out a winner. The
partnership has a chance to
make a resonating impact in
our state, and the women’s
basketball program was the
perfect fit for the opportunity.

“In my mind, there are
no better representatives
of a student athlete at the
University of Maine then our
women’s basketball team,
our players there. When you
watch them interact with
young girls and boys at a
youth clinic, you can tell
they genuinely enjoy doing
it, and they find value in it.
We know the girls and boys
find value in interacting with
our student athletes. We want
that connection,” Creech
said.
At the same time, the
difference in this deal is that
it is the first of its kind. Maine
athletics have received
sponsorships in the past,
but not for one individual
program before.
“This
is
the
first
sponsorship we’ve had that’s
been a direct sponsorship of

a specific team, with some
specific goals in mind,”
Creech said.
Not only will this
agreement benefit the youth
in Maine for the next three
years, but it also has the
potential to open the door
to additional sponsorships
within the other athletic
programs at Maine in the
near future, which in turn
could benefit the community
in other ways.
“I see it as a template
we can use for any of our
programs moving forward
as long as we find a sponsor
that has the same values
and wants to align with one
of our programs,” Creech
said. “I hope that it leads to
more relationships of this
kind with our other sports
programs.”

See Reichenbach on B6
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Around the Conference

UPCOMING

GAMES
Sunday, November 8
Men’s Ice Hockey
at Boston College
1 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
v.s. Stonehill
4 p.m.

FOOTBALL SCORES
11/7

Albany
Delware
William & Mary
Elon
Villanova
Rhode Island
Howard
Stony Brook
Richmond
New Hampshire
Towson
Maine

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
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2

34

3
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4

24

5

3

6

9

7

14

8

25

9

30

10

10

11

7

12

CAA RECORD

OVERALL

5-1

7-2

5-1

7-2

4-2

7-2

Women’s Ice Hockey
at Dartmouth
7 p.m.

4-2

6-3

Friday, November 13

4-2

5-4

3-3

5-4

3-3

3-6

2-4

3-6

2-4

3-6

2-4

3-6

1-5

3-5

1-5

1-8

Richmond
William & Mary
James Madison
Towson
Villanova
New Hampshire
Maine
UAlbany
Delware
Elon
Stony Brook
Rhode Island

Tuesday, November 10

Men’s and Woman’s
Cross Country
NCAA Qualifier
Franklin Park
Women’s Basketball
at Harvard
5:30 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
at UMass Lowell
7 p.m.

Women’s basketball takes down
Vanguard in exhibition matchup
Timothy Rocha
Contributor
The offseason rust didn’t
hinder the University of
Maine’s women’s basketball
team as they defeated
Vanguard University 7055 on Friday in their first
of two weekend exhibition
games. With 21 points
from third-year guard Sigi
Koizar and another 20
points from fourth-year
forward Liz Wood, the
Black Bears revved up the
pressure and held the lead
for the vast majority of the
game, moving them one
step closer to regular season
form.
Maine
entered
the
exhibition game ranked
No. 2 in the America East
Preseason Poll, coming
off their best season under
Head Coach Richard Barron
where they finished 23-9.
With the momentum from
last season, the Black Bears
performed well against a
Vanguard team that went
22-8 last year.
In the contest, Maine
hit 46.3 percent of their
shots, which was superior
compared to Vanguard’s
41.7 percent. When it came
down to free throws, the
Black Bears went wild,
hitting 9-12 of them, going
75 percent from the line.
They also turned 19 assists

W. Hockey
from B3

Treacy made 19 saves
in the game, taking the
loss. Northeastern firstyear goaltender Brittany
Bugalski made 33 saves to
earn the win.
“[Bugalski]’s been rock
solid,” Northeastern Head
coach Dave Flint said on
his goalie. “She’s settled in
nicely, and she’s been there
for us. It all starts with your
goalie. We’ve been playing
with a lot of confidence in
her and we’re doing well.”
The first period was
chock full of action, as
each side used their speed
and some quick stick work
to create offensive chances.
Northeastern would get
the best chance early, as
Maine second-year forward
Jessica Vallotton would get
called for interference just
1:20 into the game.
After
some
quick
cycling,
the
Huskies’
superior puck movement
allowed them grab an early

into 25 successful shots.
The Black Bears started
the first quarter on the
attack, connecting on a
three-point attempt from
Wood and then a jump shot
from fourth-year forward
Mikaela Gustafsson, giving
them an early 5-0 lead.
Battling back, Vanguard
tied the game on a jump shot
from third-year forward
Claire Lamunu, giving
the Lions a 12-11 lead,
the only time they stood
atop the scoreboard for
the remainder of the game.
Though Vanguard missed
all three of their three-point
attempts in the quarter, they
managed to hang tight and
only fall behind 12-16 at the
end of the first period.
The
second
quarter
marked Koizar’s time to
shine, where she scored 16
of Maine’s 18 points during
the period. She proved to be
a threat by making a jump
shot, two three-point jump
shots, two layups and a free
throw. Her performance
helped keep Maine in the
lead with a 34-26 advantage
heading into the halfway
mark.
In the third period,
the Black Bears gained
considerable distance on
the scoreboard. With 12
points from Wood, Maine
outscored Vanguard 23-12.
With a three-pointer from

fourth-year guard Chantel
Charles, the Black Bears
found themselves with their
largest lead of the game
when they were up by 23
points. The quarter ended
with Maine ahead by 57-38.
With the game on the
line, Vanguard came out and
played their best quarter,
outscoring Maine 17-13.
At one point, Vanguard
diminished Maine’s lead to
only eight points, as they
attempted an impressive
comeback. Though they
played hard, Vanguard’s
hopes for a comeback were
dashed in the form of five
consecutive points from
third-year forward Sheraton
Jones. The Black Bears
walked away victorious
with a final score of 70-55.
For the Black Bears,
Wood finished the game
with a team leading four
assists along with going
7-11 on shots. Koizar went
4-8 on three-point shots,
while also tallying three
assists.
Leading the game in
scoring, Vanguard’s fourthyear
guard
Samantha
Doucette scored 23 points;
helping keep her team
stay relatively competitive
throughout the loss.
With the exhibition
win, the Black Bears get
momentum heading towards
the start of the season.

Maine’s
Women’s
Basketball
Wins
First
Exhibition Game
The offseason rust didn’t
hinder the University of
Maine’s women’s basketball
team as they defeated
Vanguard University 7055 on Friday in their first
of two weekend exhibition
games. With 21 points
from third-year guard Sigi
Koizar and another 20
points from fourth-year
forward Liz Wood, the
Black Bears revved up the
pressure and held the lead
for the vast majority of the
game, moving them one
step closer to regular season
form.
Maine entered the
exhibition game ranked
No. 2 in the America East
Preseason Poll, coming
off their best season under
Head Coach Richard Barron
where they finished 23-9.
With the momentum from
last season, the Black Bears
performed well against a
Vanguard team that went
22-8 last year.
In the contest, Maine
hit 46.3 percent of their
shots, which was superior
compared to Vanguard’s
41.7 percent. When it came
down to free throws, the
Black Bears went wild,
hitting 9-12 of them, going
75 percent from the line.
They also turned 19 assists

into 25 successful shots.
The Black Bears started
the first quarter on the
attack, connecting on a
three-point attempt from
Wood and then a jump shot
from fourth-year forward
Mikaela Gustafsson, giving
them an early 5-0 lead.
Battling back, Vanguard
tied the game on a jump shot
from third-year forward
Claire Lamunu, giving
the Lions a 12-11 lead,
the only time they stood
atop the scoreboard for
the remainder of the game.
Though Vanguard missed
all three of their three-point
attempts in the quarter, they
managed to hang tight and
only fall behind 12-16 at the
end of the first period.
The
second
quarter
marked Koizar’s time to
shine, where she scored 16
of Maine’s 18 points during
the period. She proved to be
a threat by making a jump
shot, two three-point jump
shots, two layups and a free
throw. Her performance
helped keep Maine in the
lead with a 34-26 advantage
heading into the halfway
mark.
In the third period,
the Black Bears gained
considerable distance on
the scoreboard. With 12
points from Wood, Maine
outscored Vanguard 23-12.
With a three-pointer from

fourth-year guard Chantel
Charles, the Black Bears
found themselves with their
largest lead of the game
when they were up by 23
points. The quarter ended
with Maine ahead by 57-38.
With the game on the
line, Vanguard came out and
played their best quarter,
outscoring Maine 17-13.
At one point, Vanguard
diminished Maine’s lead to
only eight points, as they
attempted an impressive
comeback. Though they
played hard, Vanguard’s
hopes for a comeback were
dashed in the form of five
consecutive points from
third-year forward Sheraton
Jones. The Black Bears
walked away victorious
with a final score of 70-55.
For the Black Bears,
Wood finished the game
with a team leading four
assists along with going
7-11 on shots. Koizar went
4-8 on three-point shots,
while also tallying three
assists.
Leading the game in
scoring, Vanguard’s fourthyear
guard
Samantha
Doucette scored 23 points;
helping keep her team
stay relatively competitive
throughout the loss.
With the exhibition
win, the Black Bears get
momentum heading towards
the start of the season.

1-0 lead. The Northeastern
defenseman were able to
work the puck down low
towards the goal line before
making a pass towards the
slot.
Third-year
forward
Hayley Scamurra was able
to put the puck onto the
tape of Hartman, who fired
the puck past Treacy on the
low blocker side through a
screen.
“[Screening the goalie]
was a point of emphasis in
practice this week,” Flint
said. “I told the team ‘you
have to get bodies in front
of [Treacy].’ We did that
and we got two goals out
of it.”
After getting a few
chances and gaining some
momentum, the Black
Bears tied the game just
five minutes later.
A consistent cycle led to
a few chances for the Black
Bears, but Bugalski was up
to the task.
Stacey was able to break
through at the 6:47 mark,
when she tipped a shot from
the point taken by first-

year defenseman Cassidy
Herman. The puck made
it through the remaining
bodies in front of the net,
and beat Bugalski high to
tie the game at one.
“I’m not really sure if
Stacey got a tip on it, but
if she did then she’s doing
her job,” Herman said
on the team’s only goal.
“[Coach
Reichenbach]
always tells us, when you
get the puck at the point,
take a few steps and then
shoot. That’s what’s in the
back of my mind.”
The Huskies would have
a power play opportunity
late in the first, but the
Maine defense was able to
hold and keep the tie game
intact, taking that 1-1 score
into the first intermission.
The
second
period
was more reserved than
the first. Maine came
out swinging with some
early cycling and a lot of
shots on goal. The Black
Bears would outshoot the
Huskies 10-6 in the period,
but Northeastern would get
the only goal of the period.

The Huskies worked
the puck into the offensive
zone, where the puck
eventually made its way to
the point where MacMillan
was waiting. MacMillan
threw the puck towards the
net, possibly looking for a
deflection.
Instead, the puck beat
Treacy below her glove
hand, and the Huskies
would take a 2-1 lead
halfway into the game.
“The first two were
screens, I didn’t really
see them,” Treacy said on
Northeastern’s first pair of
goals. “They like to take
my eyes away. The goalie
can’t stop the puck if they
can’t see it.”
This time, Northeastern
would hold onto their lead,
and take the 2-1 lead into
the second intermission.
Down 2-1 in the third,
Maine had their best period
offensively. They outshot
the Huskies 16-6 and
even had a 5-on-3 power
play advantage, but they
could not break through
Bugalski.

“We did a good job of
moving the puck around,
we just didn’t see the right
seam open up at the right
time,” Maine Assistant
Coach Kendall Newell said
after the game.
The Huskies’ defense
held, and produced an
interesting goal of their
own.
After
Northeastern
broke out of their own
end, they began an oddman-rush up ice. First-year
forward Kasidy Anderson
carried the puck towards
the net, where it was poked
free and guided out of
trouble by Treacy.
Zalewski was the first
to the loose puck, and fired
it in on net, floating right
over Treacy’s shoulder
to give the Huskies a 3-1
lead that would prove to be
enough.
“We battled hard for 60
minutes. We played well
and we’re really proud
of the effort the girls put
forward,” Newell said.
“They buried a couple of
bounces that they got and

unfortunately the puck
wasn’t shining down on
us.”
While the final score
was not in the Black Bear’s
favor, they still found a
way to put a positive twist
on the loss.
“We took a huge step
tonight as a team. Yeah
we lost, 3-1 but on our
eyes, we dominated the
game. We have to keep
telling ourselves ‘we’re
going to do it,’ finish those
offensive chances, and
win,” Treacy said looking
ahead.
“Scoring more goals
tonight would be our
biggest improvement. We
did a lot of great things…
the only difference was
in scoring goals tonight,”
Newell added.
After the weekend,
Maine falls to 5-6-0
(3-4-0 WHEA), while
Northeastern improves to
8-1-1 (4-0-0 WHEA). The
Black Bears will take to
the ice on Nov. 10 when
the take on Dartmouth on
the road.
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Boston College sweeps
hockey in HE action,
Maine still winless
Jacob Posik
Sports Editor
The No. 3 Boston College
(BC) Eagles blanked the
University of Maine over
the weekend, extending their
shutout streak to six of their
last seven contests. Boston
College won Friday 3-0
before a 2-0 win on Sunday
afternoon. After the weekend
series of Hockey East action,
Maine falls to 0-6-3 (0-2-0
HEA) and BC improves to
8-1-0 (3-0-0).
Maine falls in heated
Hockey East matchup
Maine played a frustrated
style of hockey Friday night,
still winless through eight
games entering a matchup
with No. 3 Boston College.
First-year goaltender Rob
McGovern earned his third
consecutive start for the
Black Bears, but his efforts
weren’t enough as the Eagles
handed Maine their fifth loss
of the season, topping the
Black Bears 3-0 at the Conte
Forum in Chestnut Hill.
Maine
played
from
behind from the opening
frame. The Eagles scored
less than five minutes into the
first period, and played well
enough defensively to keep
the Black Bears scoreless
for the remainder of the
contest. Third-year standout
netminder Thatcher Demko,
a second-round selection by
the Vancouver Canucks in
the 2014 NHL draft, stopped
all 30 shots he faced in a
shutout performance for BC.
Third-year
forward
Matthew Gaudreau sent a
pass to third-year forward
Steve Santini as he cut
through the slot approaching
the right circle. With traffic
in front of McGovern,
Santini fired a wrist shot
glove side on McGovern that
beat him to the post, giving
BC an early 1-0 advantage.
Neither team could score
in the middle period, which
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ended in bizarre fashion,
and exemplified the level
of Maine’s frustration. With
just under two minutes
remaining in the period, a
slew of players from each
squad began pushing back
and forth, which resulted in
multiple squabbles on the
ice. Punches were thrown
after the whistle and each
team sent two players to
the box with 10-minute
misconduct penalties.
First-year forward Colin
White buried BC’s second
goal of the contest in the
third period after missing a
penalty shot attempt earlier
in the game. White received
a cross-ice pass near the blue
line and skated towards the
right circle with a Maine
defender trailing. White sent
a snapshot that found its way
through McGovern’s five
hole, extending the Eagles
lead to 2-0.
Second-year
forward
Alex Tuch contributed with
an empty net goal late in the
final period to give BC the
3-0 win.
The ugly, physical play on
the ice totaled 27 penalties
amongst both teams. Each
squad failed to tally a power
play goal, with both teams
going 0-for-6 with the man
advantage.
McGovern
stopped 26 of 28 shots in net
for Maine, and moves to 0-31 as the Black Bears starter.
With the victory, Demko
moves to 7-1 in net for BC.
Eagles earn sweep, top
Maine 2-0
Maine failed to score
again in game two, being
shut out again by Demko in
a 2-0 victory for the Eagles.
The
Black
Bears
frustrated play continued,
and the level of physicality
was matched in game two.
Both
teams
combined
to commit 25 penalties,
including a sequence in the
third period that rendered 13
separate penalties, including

six 10-minute misconduct
calls.
McGovern,
who
earned the start again for
Maine, received a 10-minute
misconduct penalty on the
play and was forced to
serve his penalty. Secondyear netminder Matt Morris
replaced McGovern for the
rest of the game after the
penalty.
Gaudreau
found
third-year forward Ryan
Fitzgerald, who buried
a snapshot from the slot
through heavy traffic to give
the Eagles a 1-0 lead midway
through the opening period.
Maine forwards pressured
the crease on Demko,
totaling 30 shots again in
the contest. Demko didn’t
budge, however, standing
tall in net despite the heavy
battering.
First-year
forward
Miles Wood tacked on the
Eagles second goal on the
power play in the third
period. White found Wood
off the faceoff, and Wood
sent a wrist shot that beat
McGovern to the far side,
doubling the Eagles lead.
Maine failed to score
with their goalie pulled in
the final minutes. As the
final horn sounded, Black
Bears second-year forward
Nolan Vesey was called for
spearing, a game misconduct
penalty that will keep him
out of action next week.
Boston College converted
one of its six power play
opportunities. Maine failed
to convert on any of their
three chances. The Eagles
outshot Maine 35-30 in the
contest.
McGovern falls to 0-42 in net for Maine while
Demoko improves to 8-1
for BC. Morris stopped the
only shot he faced in relief
of McGovern.
The Black Bears return
to action on Friday, Nov. 13
when they face off against
UMass Lowell on the road.

Towson edges
Black Bears out
10-7 in football
Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer
The
University
of
Maine football team came
up short on Saturday
night
in
conference
action, falling 10-7 to the
Towson Tigers at home.
It was a very hard fight
and low scoring battle
throughout the entire
game. Neither team was
able to find any success
on the offensive side of
the ball until the second
half of the contest.
“We made way too
many mistakes,” Towson
Head Coach Rob Ambrose
said. “But, in the history
of football, good teams
find a way. We’re not
pretty, but we found a
way.”
Maine and Towson
combined for a dismal
three points in the first
half as it was very slow
paced with not a lot of
excitement. Towson got
off to a 3-0 lead when
fourth-year kicker Sam
Hurwitz cashed in on a
19-yard field goal as time
expired in the first half.
Towson’s
offense
extended their lead to 10-0
late in the third quarter by
taking advantage of great

field possession they
were given on the Black
Bears’ 6-yard line by their
defense. It took only two
plays for the Tigers to
find the end zone. Thirdyear running back Darius
Victor went over the left
tackle for the touchdown,
followed by a Hurwitz
extra point put the Tigers
in a comfortable 10-0
spot.
Maine’s offense finally
came through with its first
score of the game coming
in the beginning of the
fourth quarter. Secondyear quarterback Drew
Belcher and the Black
Bears stormed down the
field, totaling 71 yards on
13 plays. The drive was
topped off by a 3-yard
touchdown reception by
third-year wide receiver
Jordan Dunn on a nice out
route near the sideline of
the end zone.
Towson then received
the ball with 10:28 to
play in the game and ran
out the clock the best
they could, burning off
7:20. The Black Bears
defense came up big
again by stuffing Towson
on a crucial 4th and two
on their own 20, giving
Maine a chance with the

ball and 2:50 left to play.
Belcher started off
the drive the right way
connecting on a 26yard strike to fourthyear
receiver
John
Hardy, inching Maine
up to their 45-yard line.
Unfortunately for Maine,
that is all they would be
able to muster on the final
drive. The offense would
fail to convert another
first down and turn the
ball over on downs to
Towson. The Tigers then
ran out the clock with
ease to secure the victory.
“Obviously, a tough
loss for us,” Cosgrove
said. “We’re probably
gonna look back at a few
opportunities in the first
half and the big turnover
in the second half.
Towson came in here and
they were opportunistic
on defense. The turnover
battle is what ended up
costing us here.”
Maine
returns
to
America East action on
Saturday, Nov. 14, when
they host Elon at 12:30
p.m. for Senior Day at the
Alfond Stadium. Maine
drops to 3-6 after the loss
and Towson improved to
6-3.

Women’s swimming falls to URI
Connor Schneider
Contributor
The women’s swim team
lost their meet 180-110 to
Vermont on Nov. 7. With only
two schools in attendance,
it was a close meet that
ultimately saw Vermont pull
ahead with the win.
Despite Vermont’s victory,
the Maine women put in
a strong showing that was

Reichenbach
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come to us and the conversations
we have as a staff with each
other is what separates us,”
Richard Reichenbach added.
“We try to keep everything on
the table with our staff and with
our players.”
Now, the players are not
afraid to hold anything back,
especially the upperclassmen
and the leadership group. The
dialogue is open, which helps
when there are 27 very different
people playing on one team.
All being on the same page
has created a cohesive unit that
is very attractive to many young
players who are looking to break
onto the division one scene.
Alyson Matteau, a first-year
defenseman for the Black Bears,
cites the team’s atmosphere
as one of the main reasons she
decided to play at Maine.
“[With the coaches] There’s
a time to be serious and there’s
a time that you can talk about
anything at all,” Matteau said.
“I’ve been with some coaches
that you’re scared to talk to.

reflected in numerous events.
In the 100-yard butterfly, the
Black Bears placed second,
third and fourth, with secondyear Emma Pontius finishing
second overall with a time of
59.41. Pontius was the only
Maine swimmer after the first
place finisher to complete
the race in under a minute.
After her came secondyear Victoria Kingston and
fourth-year Taylor Sharp with

times of 1:00.11 and 1:00.57
respectively.
Maine
women
also
dominated the 200-yard
individual medley (IM) with
Black Bears taking the top
three finishers. First-year
Shayla-Rose
Kleisinger
placed first overall with a time
of 2:12.29. She was followed
by Pontius (2:14.21), and
fourth-year Samantha Mathieu
(2:17.53). In the 200-yard

freestyle relay, Maine teams
took the top three spots as well.
The first team finished with an
overall time of 1:39.59. The
team consisted of second-year
Emily Borger, second-year
Juliana McDonald, third-year
Tessa Lindsley and secondyear Chloe Adams, and they
finished a full five seconds
before the second place team
completed the race.
Kleisinger put in a strong

overall performance. She
finished second in the 1,000yard freestyle, only three
seconds behind the first place
Vermont finisher at 10:40.92.
She also took second place
in the 500-yard freestyle with
a time of 5:12.85. Her final
event was the 200-yard IM
in which she took first place.
Pontius also performed well
across the board. In the 200yard medley relay she was

the third leg on the first Maine
team. She came in second
place in the 100-yard butterfly,
and second in the 200-yard IM
as well.
Despite the loss, Maine
showed their aptitude and
perseverance by placing
highly in numerous events.
There is no meet next week,
but on Nov. 20 they will race
at the University of Rhode
Island (URI) Invitational.

We’re all pretty close too…it’s
like a big family.”
The six other members
of Matteau’s class have been
quickly adopted into the Maine
hockey family, according to the
defenseman.
“We don’t feel like we’re
new, we just feel like it’s one
family,” Matteau said on their
transition to the team.
The Reichenbach’s had to
perform a whole new transition
when Mia Reichenbach came
along, adding to the list of new
teammates.
The Perfect Team
Starting a family of their own
had always been in the cards for
the Reichenbach’s, who had
originally looked for a school
that would allow them to have a
family while still coaching at a
high level.
“We’re really happy that
Maine decided to be the
one to let us do it,” Richard
Reichenbach said on starting
a family and coaching. “It was
going to happen and we talked
about if it couldn’t we would
go somewhere else. Were very
grateful our bosses did that for
us, hopefully we make them

proud.”
Spending 70-80 hours a
week on the job might seem
like it would be a barrier to any
relationship, but the two have
embraced their situation and
made the best out of it.
While being together all the
time might seem like it would
be stressful, the Reichenbach’s
barely have any time to spend
together as husband and wife,
rather than coach and assistant
coach.
“It went from a long
distance relationship where
you would see each other once
every two weeks, to seeing
each other every day,” Richard
Reichenbach said. “There are
some days where we don’t
even have 5 minutes to spend
together.”
This means the occasional
movie on Tuesday afternoons
when they have an early
morning practice, but other than
that, their family time is reserved
for the few hours when their 14
month old is awake.
“We’re together every
minute of the day but literally
only married for just two hours.
Maybe for the two hours Mia

is up, but after that it’s back to
work mode,” Sara Reichenbach
said.
During the day, the couple’s
focus is on the players, whether
that means looking at film,
having meetings or getting
extra ice time. The night time is
reserved for the coaches’ other
work, like answering emails and
talking to recruits.
It
also
improved
communication between the
coaches, due to the fact that they
live together. If they ever have
questions or ideas, they are right
there to bounce them off each
other.
“We can talk about things
that we need to talk about,” Sara
Reichenbach said. “I feel like If
I was a mom and my husband
wasn’t the head coach, it would
be even harder. We’re always
together, so we can always talk
about anything.”
Aside from all of their
work for the team, they still
have to accommodate Mia
Reichenbach, which proved to
be a relatively easy task.
“Well in her first year of
life she saw more hockey
than almost anyone else

because all last year she either
had babysitters or she was
sleeping in the office,” Richard
Reichenbach said.
She would also be taken
around the rink by players
who were injured or not in
the lineup. This would allow
Sara Reichenbach and Richard
Reichenbach to have some time
to take care of their day-to-day
tasks.
It has also made them more
relaxed with the baby, as she can
disappear for a few hours when
different players take their turn
carrying her. Even friends of the
players have been seen holding
her during the team’s home
games.
When the team is on the
road, Mia Reichenbach comes
with them and is just as much
a part of the team as any other
player.
“She was around the girls
so much and they were pretty
amazing. She’s so comfortable
around
people,”
Richard
Reichenbach said. “Were so
lucky that she has 27 role
models and big sisters this year.”
“I love coaching so much and
luckily she’s been a big part of

that,” Sara Reichenbach added.
“I think this job has given her so
many amazing experiences and
memories and I feel like she’s a
huge part of it which makes me
feel pretty good…I feel like it’s
not just my job and then there’s
Mia, they’re intertwined.”
The Reichenbach’s look to
remain intertwined in the Maine
hockey program for as long as
they can, looking to continue
building their family on and off
the ice.
Nothing has detracted from
their relationship either, and no
losing streak or major injury
can shake their attitudes or
feeling towards each other as
teammates for life.
“I think Ricky is a very kind
person,” Sara Reichenbach
said. “He does these little things
every day that he knows make
me happy like emptying the
dishwasher…But he does it
because he knows it makes me
happy.”
“That’s just part of being
a good teammate,” Richard
Reichenbach replied with a
smile.
“I’d say Ricky is a pretty
good teammate.”
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